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Executive summary
Introduction
Intensive care units are dynamic, complex and inherently stressful. Intensive care and monitoring is
provided to critically ill patients in whom one or multiple important body functions are disrupted or
lost. The goal of intensive care units (ICU’s) is to stabilize and cure critically ill patients. Due to the
frequently changing status of critically ill patients ICU doctors and nurses make many decisions within
a short time frame. It is possible that the ICU doctor or nurse cannot postpone such decisions and thus
cannot consult with other healthcare providers (Bourbonnais & Baumann, 1985). To ensure that safe
and effective care is provided at all times, hospitals develop protocols to assist healthcare providers in
decision making for both emergency and non-emergency medical problems. An example of a protocol
for the ICU is the protocol for glucose control of the critically ill patient, which helps ICU doctors and
nurses to stabilize the blood glucose by directing it to a target blood glucose range. This can be
accomplished by administering insulin via infusion and/or bolus, which is the glucose control action.
However, ICU providers do not always adhere to the protocol recommendations. The consequences of
non-adherence to protocol recommendations are discussed in the next paragraph.

Research objective and relevance
In literature research the impact of protocol non-adherence compared to protocol adherence on adverse
patient outcomes is examined, like the risk of hypo- and hyperglycemic events (respectively a too low
and too high blood glucose level). No clear generalizable conclusions about the impact of protocol
non-adherence (as compared to protocol adherence) can be derived from literature research, since this
research differs in the type of glucose control protocols, the definition of protocol adherence and the
threshold of a hyper- and hypoglycemic event (Reijers, 2016). Furthermore, in literature research the
data analysis is based on aggregated patient data, which might contribute to the ambiguity of results as
well. Perhaps the uniqueness of individual patients also plays a role in the onset of adverse patient
outcomes, assuming that every patient responds differently to glucose control actions. Since there is a
lot of ambiguity in the effect of protocol (non-)adherence on adverse events, this research evaluates
the effect of glucose control actions, irrespective of whether these glucose control actions adhered to
protocol recommendations or not. Glucose control actions leading to a positive short-term patient
outcome, such as an action leading to a blood glucose (BG) change to target or a BG change in some
desired range are defined as sufficient actions. Insufficient actions are glucose control actions leading
to a negative short term patient outcome, such as an action leading to a severe hypo- or hyperglycemic
event. In short, the following research question is examined:
What are sufficient and insufficient patterns in glucose control of critically ill patients?

Methodology
In this study an exploratory data analysis is performed, starting at the simplest level of glucose control:
evaluating the effect of the glucose control action at each subsequent measurement. This is shown in
iii

Figure 1: at time (t) the blood glucose level of the patient is measured, a control action is executed
which has an effect on the blood glucose level shown at the subsequent measurement (time t+1).

State (t)

Effect
(t+1)

Action (t)

F IGURE 1: BG STATE , ACTION AND EFFECT

The variables that were used in modelling depended on the expectation to find good performing
patterns and their practicability and simplicity. The variables used in modelling are the BG level
(state), the insulin infusion rate (action) and as well the past percentage BG change (providing patient
specific information about how the patient reacted on the glucose control action in the past, since this
reaction is assumed to be patient specific). Two modelling techniques were used: decision tree
learning and fuzzy modelling. In total 32 classification decision trees, 24 regression decision trees and
24 first-order Takagi-Sugeno fuzzy inference systems are built. Classification predictions are
evaluated using the following performance measures: accuracy, recall, precision, macro F1 and the
kappa statistic. The numeric predictions are evaluated using the root mean squared error and the mean
absolute error.

Results
Of each technique, the two best performing models are discussed in more detail. The results are
summarized in Table 1 and Table 2. No high performing models were obtained, the kappa statistics of
the classification decision trees are insufficient and the numeric models had a systematic error or not
enough discriminative power. Furthermore, the past percentage BG change did not lead to improved
models compared to models without this variable (which only contained the BG level (state) and the
insulin infusion rate (action)), while this was expected.
Model

Technique

Model 1
Model 27

Classification decision tree
Classification decision tree

Class
error
0,30
0,70

Accuracy
0,70
0,30

Macro
precision
0,55
0,18

Macro
recall
0,70
0,22

Macro
F1
0,51
0,19

Kappa
0,13
0,14

T ABLE 1: P ERFORMANCE MEASURES OF BEST TWO CLASSIFICATION DECISION TREES

Model

Technique

Model 12
Model 12
Model 18
Model 18

Regression decision tree
Fuzzy inference system
Regression decision tree
Fuzzy inference system

RMSE

MAE

0,17
0,17
229,6
230,0

0,12
0,12
91,6
91,9

T ABLE 2: P ERFORMANCE MEASURES OF BEST REGRESSION DECISION TREES AND FUZZY INFERENCE SYSTEMS
(RMSE = R OOT M EAN S QUARED ERROR , MAE = M EAN ABSOLUTE E RROR )

Discussion
Despite the diversity of models that were built, no high performing models were obtained. Some
possible causes of the lack of performance are the timing and frequency of BG measurements and the
impact of other BG influencers on the performance of the model (as nutrition, medication and patient
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specific information). The timing and frequency of BG measurements are important to indicate the BG
lapse over time, which shows the BG changes over time due to all BG influencers. The slope of the
past BG lapse shows the past BG change in a particular time interval, this was expected to provide
information about how the BG will change in the (near) future. Currently, the BG is monitored too
infrequently with too large measurement time intervals, which causes that the BG lapse over time
cannot be derived with high confidentiality and the past BG change does not (necessarily) provide
information about the expected BG change in the near future.
Another reason why no high performing models were obtained might be the impact of other BG
influencers on the performance of the models. The blood glucose lapse over time reveals a couple of
turning points (e.g. the BG decrease turns into an increase or vice versa). Those turning points in the
BG lapse are expected to be due to changes in one or more of the BG influencers. If the number of
turning points increases, the number of cases in which the past BG change provides information about
the expected future BG change diminishes. For example, the past BG change shows a decrease in BG
level, while the future BG change shows an increase in BG level due to an adjustment in nutrition.
Therefore, if important influencers on the BG level as nutrition, medication, insulin sensitivity and
patient illness are frequently changing over time, their impact on the model’s performance becomes
larger.

Conclusions
The goal of this research was to evaluate the short-term effect of glucose control actions, irrespective
of whether those glucose control actions are adhered to protocol recommendations or not. More
specifically, the goal was to find patterns in glucose control of critically ill patients and evaluate the
short-term effect of those patterns. No high performing models were obtained, therefore evaluating the
patterns in glucose control of critically ill patients based on their short-term effect does not provide
reliable information, neither the patterns can be used in practice.

Recommendations
Currently, the BG is measured too infrequently. Therefore the past (percentage) BG change does not
necessarily provide information about the expected BG change in the near future. Deciding the
adjustment of the insulin infusion rate based on the past (percentage) BG change is not appropriate if
the time between measurements become too large. It is recommended to monitor and control the BG
of the critically ill patient more frequently at (more or less) constant time intervals each day. The
optimal frequency can be determined using the Nyquist-Shannon theorem or derived from known
protocols as the Yale and Leuven protocols. If the optimal rate to monitor and control the BG level
does not seem feasible in practice, other techniques to discover optimal glucose control can be applied.
For example, the Model Predictive Control algorithm aims to discover ways to predict the future BG
change for a particular time interval.
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Introduction
Intensive care units are dynamic, complex and inherently stressful. Intensive care and monitoring is
provided to critically ill patients in whom one or multiple important body functions are disrupted or
lost in order to prevent death. The goal of intensive care units (ICU’s) is to stabilize and ultimately
cure critically ill patients, after which they can recover from their life threatening illness and organ
failure.
At the ICU, a team of specialized staff is working to treat critically ill patients. In general, the patient
gets mostly in touch with the ICU doctors and nurses. Those healthcare providers must deal with
increasing patient and technology complexity, and often declining resources (Bucknall, 2003). Due to
the frequently changing status of critically ill patients ICU doctors and nurses make many decisions
within a short time frame. It is possible that the ICU doctor or nurse cannot postpone the decision and
thus cannot consult with other healthcare providers (Bourbonnais & Baumann, 1985). To ensure that
safe and effective care is provided at all times, hospitals develop nurse-driven protocols to assist the
nurse in decision making, for both emergency and non-emergency medical problems. Those protocols
give a more detailed view of the standardized clinical processes and clinical decision moments, and
are often derived from national guidelines. National guidelines make effective and efficient medical
care explicit and are based on scientific research followed by discussion and expression of expertopinions (Everdingen, 2003). An underlying goal of protocols is to provide safe and effective care in
an efficient manner (without affecting the quality of care). The efficiency of provided care can be
optimized by minimizing the required resources (as time, costs, and effort). In a time in which nurses
must deal with increasing patient and technology complexity and often declining resources, making
care more efficient is essential.
ICU protocols are developed for various applications of intensive care. For example, the sepsisprotocol helps ICU nurses to quickly identify and treat sepsis. Sepsis is a life-threatening condition
that arises when the body’s response to infection injures its own tissues and organs (Singer et al,
2016). Another example is the protocol for glucose control of critically ill patients. Critically ill
patients often experience stress induced hyperglycemia and high insulin resistance, even with no
history of diabetes (van den Berghe, 2001). The protocol helps ICU nurses to stabilize the blood
glucose (BG) of the critically ill patient by directing it to a target BG range.
This research is focused on the glucose control protocol, because previous research has shown
intensive care providers do not always adhere to the glucose control protocol recommendations
(Passarelli et al, 2016). Since the main reason protocols are developed is ensuring the safety and
effectivity of care, in literature research the consequences (in terms of adverse patient outcomes) of
protocol adherence versus protocol non-adherence to the glucose control protocol are examined as
well. It is expected that protocol non-adherence is more strongly associated to adverse patient
outcomes compared to protocol adherence. Whether this is true or false is discussed in more detail in
the next paragraph. The different aspects and definitions about commonly used terms of glucose
control are described in more detail in chapter 2 ‘Background’.
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1.1 Problem statement
Healthcare providers deviate from the glucose control protocol recommendations in terms of type and
amount of administered insulin and/or the timing of the subsequent glucose measurement (Reijers,
2016). According to a care-coordinator of a Dutch hospital, reasons for non-adherence were nutritionrelated and medication-related (Kuiper, 2016). The glucose control protocol is not comprehensive and
does not take other factors into account that influence the BG level, such as the nutrition and
medication. Literature research tried to determine the impact of protocol non-adherence compared to
protocol adherence on adverse patient outcomes, like the risk of hypo- and hyperglycemic events
(respectively a too low and too high BG level). According to Marvin et al (2013), protocol nonadherence led to moderate hypoglycemic events, however, the same was true for protocol-directed
recommendations. No clear generalizable conclusions about the impact of protocol non-adherence
compared to protocol adherence can be derived from literature research, since studies differed in the
type of glucose control protocol, the definition of protocol-adherence and the defined thresholds for a
hyper- and hypoglycemic event (Reijers, 2016). Furthermore, in literature research the data analysis is
based on aggregated patient data, which might contribute to the ambiguity of results as well. Perhaps
the uniqueness of patients also plays a role in the onset of adverse patient outcomes, assuming every
patient reacts differently to glucose control actions.
Since there is a lot of ambiguity in the effect of protocol (non-)adherence on adverse events, this study
evaluates the effect of glucose control actions, irrespective of whether those glucose control actions
adhered to protocol recommendations or not. The effect of the glucose control action can be evaluated
by partitioning it as a positive or negative short-term patient outcome. For example, a glucose control
action leading to a BG in target range or a glucose control action leading to a severe hyperglycemic
event are examples of respectively a positive and negative short-term patient outcome. In the end, the
goal is to control the BG of the patient in the most optimal way possible (meaning risks of negative
short-term patient outcomes are minimized). In this research the effect of the glucose control action is
evaluated at each subsequent measurement. This is shown in Figure 2: at time (t) the BG level of the
patient is measured, a control action is executed, which has an effect on the BG level shown at the
subsequent measurement (time t+1).

State (t)

Action (t)

Effect
(t+1)

F IGURE 2: BG STATE , ACTION AND EFFECT

Glucose control actions leading to a positive short term patient outcome, such as an action leading to a
BG change to target or a BG change in some desired range are defined as sufficient actions.
Insufficient actions are glucose control actions leading to a negative short term patient outcome, such
as an action leading to a severe hypo- or hyperglycemic event. More examples of sufficient and
insufficient glucose control actions are listed in Appendix A.
Summarizing, the research question is:
What are sufficient and insufficient patterns in glucose control of critically ill patients?
The focus of this study is the evaluation of glucose control actions of all BG levels (below, in and
above the desired target BG range), but as well on evaluating glucose control actions of BG levels
2

above desired target range, since stable BG levels in target do not need to be controlled (only
monitored once in a while) and the chances on BG levels below target resulting in hypoglycemic
events are small. Marvin et al (2016) show hypoglycemic readings (< 4 mmol/l) of 0,998% for a
protocol with target range 5,6 – 7,8 mmol/l.
In order to get an initial idea about patterns in glucose control a case study is performed at the
Maastricht University Medical Centre (MUMC+). To get a full understanding of the research question
and the process of answering it, this research aims to discuss the following information as well:
1.
2.
3.
4.

The variables to be included to explore patterns in glucose control;
The data mining techniques to explore patterns in glucose control;
The performance of the explored patterns in glucose control;
The use of the explored patterns in practice.

1.2 Thesis outline
This report is divided in five chapters. In Chapter 2 important background information is provided to
get an overview about the glucose control process and commonly used terms in glucose control of
critically ill patients. Furthermore, the desired glucose control actions according to a couple of
protocols is described and the complex insulin-glucose regulatory system of patients with all factors
influencing the BG level. In addition, the two modelling techniques which are used in this project and
the performance measures to evaluate these models are explained. Chapter 3 describes the
methodology for research, which is done according to the Cross Industry Standard Process for Data
Mining (CRISP-DM). The CRISP-DM is a commonly used data mining methodology for conducting a
data mining project, and consists of six phases: 1) Business understanding, 2) Data understanding, 3)
Data pre-processing, 4) Data modelling, 5) Model evaluation and 6) Model deployment. These phases,
as well as their application on this research project are broadly discussed. The results of the data
modelling are described in Chapter 4. In total 80 models are built and the best models are explained in
more detail. In Chapter 5 the performance of the models is discussed and this report ends with
answering the research question in Chapter 6. In this chapter the final remarks, limitations of research
and suggestions for future research are described as well.
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Background
This chapter starts with explaining the different aspects of glucose control, in order to get a general
understanding of the purpose of glucose control and how it is performed. Furthermore, commonly
used protocols as reported in the literature and the case study protocol are examined to get an
understanding on how desired glucose control is defined and the similarities and differences between
those protocols are listed. The third paragraph explains how BG of critically ill patients changes over
time due to factors which influence the BG level. This is valuable information for deciding which
variables should be included in the models to find accurate patterns. The fourth and fifth paragraphs
explain the two modelling techniques: decision tree learning and fuzzy inference systems and the last
paragraph explains the measures to evaluate the performance of the models.

2.1 Glucose control
The goal of glucose control is to stabilize the BG level of critically ill patients by directing it to a
target BG range. This is achieved by the administration of an amount of insulin via infusion and/or
bolus. In the Netherlands, the measured BG values are shown in millimoles of glucose per litre of
blood (mmol/l). Another unit in which BG values can be shown is milligrams of glucose per decilitre
of blood (mg/dl, by default in Belgium and the United States). The next paragraphs describe all
aspects of glucose control, starting with the reason and purpose.
Why is glucose control of critically ill patients necessary?
Critically ill patients often experience stress induced hyperglycemia and high insulin resistance, even
with no history of diabetes (van den Berghe, 2001). Hyperglycemia is a condition in which an
excessive amount of glucose circulates in the blood plasma. A moderate hyperglycemic event is
generally defined as a BG level > 8,1 mmol/l and a severe hyperglycemic event a BG level > 10
mmol/l (Stoecklin, 2016). Patients with persistent hyperglycemia are at risk for infection, neuropathy,
impaired wound healing, volume contraction, and death (Passarelli, 2016). Glucose control aims at
minimizing the risk of a hyperglycemic event and/or to recover from it. In addition, critically ill
patients might experience hypoglycemia as an adverse event during insulin infusion (Marvin et al,
2016). Hypoglycemia is a condition in which a too low BG level is measured. A moderate
hypoglycemic event is generally defined as a BG level < 4,0 mmol/l, a severe hypoglycemic event a
BG level < 2,3 mmol/l (Stoecklin, 2016). Hypoglycemia is associated with increased risk of mortality
and morbidity as well (Nice Sugar, 2012) (Krinsley et al, 2011) (Egi et al, 2010). Therefore, glucose
control is also about minimizing the risk of a hypoglycemic event or to recover from it.
To whom does it apply?
Glucose control applies to all critically ill patients who are not able to take oral nutrition. Instead of
oral nutrition, these patients receive enteral or parenteral feeding. Enteral tube feeding is about
delivering nutritionally complete feed (containing protein or amino acids, carbohydrate +/− fibre, fat,
water, minerals and vitamins) directly into the gut via a tube (UK, 2006). Parenteral feeding is the
intravenous administration of nutrition.

4

How is it performed?
To initiate the insulin infusion, the BG value should fall above target. The target can be a specific BG
value (for example 7,0 mmol/l) or a BG range (for example 6,0 – 8,0 mmol/l). In case the BG values
of the initial measurements fall within target, no glucose control action is undertaken. If the BG value
falls above target, a type (infusion and/or bolus) and amount of insulin is administered to the patient.
The effect of this insulin administration is measured after some time. The effect is the change in BG
level and based on this change and current BG value, it is decided whether or not to adjust the glucose
control medication. In case the BG level drops to a level below target and results in a hypoglycemic
event, a glucose bolus is administered to the patient to increase the BG level. Glucose control is an
iterative process and stops when the critically ill patient is able to eat according to his or her normal
diet again.
When should the nurse measure the actual BG value and/or BG change?
The moment the critically ill patient receives enteral or parenteral nutrition, the BG of this patient has
to be monitored and controlled. After the glucose control action, the nurse waits a certain amount of
time to measure the BG change. The time that is waited can be up to the respective ICU doctors or
nurses and/or described in the glucose control protocol.
Which target and type of control should be used?
Hospitals are free to determine their own protocols. Therefore, protocols Dutch hospitals use may
vary. Yamada et al. (2016) and Yatabe et al. (2016) aimed to identify an optimal blood glucose target
range for adult critically ill patients by performing a network meta-analysis. In general, there are four
types of control, each with their own desired target range:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Tight control with target range: 4,0 – 6,0 mmol/l;
Moderate control with target range: 6,0 – 8,0 mmol/l;
Mild control with target range: 8,0 – 10,0 mmol/l;
Loose control with target: > 10,0 mmol/l.

The main difference between those four types of control is the intensity of the therapy. Preferring
tighter control and target range leads to a more intensive insulin therapy: greater amounts of insulin
are advised at lower BG levels compared to looser types of control. According to Van den Berghe
(2006), tight control led to decreased mortality and morbidity (i.e. the need for renal therapy and
duration of medical ventilation) for patients who stayed ≥ 3 days in the ICU compared to lose control.
The Nice sugar study (2009) showed an increase in mortality when using tight control compared to
mild control, with no difference in morbidity. The meta analyses (Yamada et al 2016 & Yatabe et al
2016) revealed no significant difference in the risk of mortality when comparing the four types of
control. Hence, the optimal blood glucose target remains to be defined and it is not clear which type of
control should be preferred by Dutch hospitals.

2.2 Glucose control protocols
Since it is not clear which type of control and blood glucose target should be preferred different
glucose control protocols exists. All glucose control protocols aim to balance efficacy with patient
safety (which is to avoid hypoglycemia), and attainability (the nursing workload) (Block et al, 2016).
Commonly used protocols in literature research are the Leuven and Yale protocol. Those protocols
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and as well the case study protocol can be found in Appendix B. In the next paragraph the similarities
and differences between the protocols are described.
First of all, all protocols advise how to initiate the insulin infusion, when to monitor the BG level, how
to adjust the insulin infusion rate and what to do if a too low BG (a BG level < target) is measured.
One of the differences between the protocols is the strictness of recommendations. In essence the
Leuven protocol was not more than a loose set of recommendations and suggestions with simple
feedback regulation of the insulin infusion rate and the administration of dextrose (van Hooijdonk et
al, 2016). The Leuven protocol allows anticipative and predictive thinking by the bedside nurses. The
Yale and case study protocol are much more strict, describing step by step how glucose control should
be performed. Furthermore, the formats, target ranges, initial insulin infusion rate and adjustments,
and the hypo policy of the three protocols partly overlap/differ. One remarkable difference is that the
case study protocol does not advice when to monitor BG levels above target (this is up to the
respective ICU doctor/nurse), while the Yale and Leuven protocols do advice when to monitor those
BG levels. Furthermore, the Yale and case study protocol recommend the insulin infusion adjustment
based on the current BG and past (percentage) BG change, the Leuven protocol bases this decision on
the current BG level.

2.3 Factors influencing the BG level
To be able to find accurate patterns in glucose control, one should know which variables should be
included in the models. Therefore, it is important to understand the behaviour of the insulin-glucose
regulatory system of critically ill patients. In this section first the simple biology of the regulation of
the blood glucose level of a healthy person is described and afterwards all factors which influence the
BG of critically ill patients. Last, the impact of the glucose control medication (insulin infusion, an
insulin bolus or a glucose bolus) on the BG level of the critically ill patient is described.
Biology
The blood glucose level of a healthy person is regulated via two pancreatic endocrine hormones:
insulin and glucagon. Insulin facilitates the conversion of glucose into energy, it is also able to store
glucose as the carbohydrate ‘glycogen’ in the muscles or liver. Insulin causes the blood glucose level
to drop. The hormone glucagon signals the muscles and liver to change the stored glycogen back into
glucose. These cells then release the glucose into the bloodstream, causing an increase in blood
glucose level.
Blood glucose levels of healthy persons normally fall in the range 4,0 – 6,1 mmol/l (Kaveh and
Shtessel, 2008). Humans suffer from diabetes type 1 if the pancreas cannot produce insulin, which
leaves glucose levels unregulated. Without exogenous insulin injections, the blood glucose may lead
to hyperglycemia (Herdem and Yasarcan, 2010). Also critically ill patients may suffer from
hyperglycemia and insulin resistance, even if they do not have diabetes (van den Berghe, 2001). The
focus of this research is on critically ill patients.
Factors influencing the BG level
The insulin-glucose regulatory system is complex, with a lot of factors influencing the BG level. How
the BG changes over time due to the administration of insulin or glucose is described in the next
paragraph. This paragraph is about all other factors which influence the BG level of the critically ill
patient.
6

First of all, nutrition influences the BG of the patient, causing an increase in the BG level. Furthermore
medication, for example hydrocortisone, impacts the BG level of the patient. Hydrocortisone leads to
more elevated BG levels. In addition, patient specific factors such as insulin sensitivity, the amount of
plasma insulin and the endogenous insulin production impact the BG level (Lin et al, 2011). Insulin
sensitivity might be the most important factor since it is a critical dynamic parameter (Lin et al, 2011)
and it indicates how sensitive the body is to the effects of insulin. Patients with high insulin sensitivity
require smaller amounts of insulin to lower blood glucose levels than patients with low insulin
sensitivity. Furthermore according to Zhang (2015), the illness of the patient is related to the blood
glucose level. Patients with congestive heart failure have higher blood glucose levels, as well as
patients with liver disease. Renal failure might be associated with the BG level. Also baseline patient
characteristics as the Body Mass Index (BMI) might be related to blood glucose, according to Zhang
(2015) patients with higher BMI typically have higher blood glucose levels.
In short, next to insulin, factors which most likely influence the BG are nutrition, hydrocortisone (a
type of medication) and patient specific factors as insulin sensitivity and illness. Therefore, it is
expected each patient reacts differently on glucose control actions.
The effect of exogenous insulin infusion, an insulin bolus or glucose bolus on the BG level
Depending on the blood glucose level of the critically ill patient before insulin infusion is initiated
(known as the equilibrium blood glucose level) and the amount of continuous insulin infusion, the
blood glucose drops to a steady-state value. A steady-state value is reached if all factors which define
the blood glucose level of the critically ill patient are unchanging over time: it results in a (more or
less) stable blood glucose level. Note that the steady-state value is not per se a BG level in target
range. Figure 3 shows the steady-state behavior due to continuous exogenous insulin infusion (Uex, in
units/hour) for three hypothetical patients who only differ in the equilibrium glucose level (GE)
(received from Bequette, 2007).

F IGURE 3: S TEADY - STATE CURVES FOR THREE HYPOTHETICAL SUBJECTS WITH IDENTICAL PARAMETERS EXCEPT
FOR EQUILIBRIUM GLUCOSE CONCENTRATION (B EQUETTE , 2007)

Figure 3 shows that it is relatively easy to reduce glucose values when they are high, but it takes
proportionally more insulin when the glucose value is lower which is a consequence of insulin
saturation effects (Bequette, 2007). For example, indicated by the black lines in Figure 3, if the BG
starting value is 16,7 mmol/l (≈ 300 mg/dl) and the initial insulin infusion rate 2 units/hour, the BG
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decrease will be about 9,7 mmol/l (leading to a steady state BG level of about 7 mmol/l ≈ 125 mg/dl).
However doubling the insulin infusion rate does not mean the BG decrease will be doubled as well.
Starting from a BG value of 16,7 mmol/l and an initial infusion rate of 4 units/hour will lead to a BG
decrease of about 11,7 mmol/l (leading to a steady state value of about 5 mmol/l ≈ 90 mg/dl).
Furthermore, indicated by the grey line in Figure 3, if the starting point is 11,1 mmol/l (≈ 200 mg/dl)
and the initial insulin infusion rate is 2 units/hour, the BG decrease of an hypothetical patient will not
be about 9,7 mmol/l but about 6,4 mmol/l (leading to a steady state value of 4,7 mmol/l ≈ 85 mg/dl).
Therefore, the expected BG change is dependent on the starting BG level. According to an
endocrinologist from the Catharina hospital in Eindhoven, the steady state will empirically be reached
after 1-2 hours.
To achieve the desired blood glucose level in a shorter period of time, either an insulin bolus (an
excessive amount of insulin) can be administered or the insulin infusion must be substantially
increased (above the long-term steady-state value) for a brief period of time. E.g., administer 4 units of
insulin per hour for a brief period of time and adjust this to 2 units/hour to achieve the steady-state
value of approximately 7 mmol/l more quickly (starting from 16,7 mmol/l). Furthermore, the higher
the insulin infusion rate, the higher the BG decrease. However, if more insulin is injected than
necessary, critically ill patients might experience hypoglycemia as an adverse event during insulin
infusion. In this case a glucose bolus, an excessive amount of glucose, is administered to the patient to
increase the blood glucose level. In the following sections the two modelling techniques to find
patterns are explained, starting with decision tree learning.

2.4 Decision tree learning
The construction of a decision tree is one of the classification methods for data mining (Larose, 2005)
and can be used to visually represent complex decision making processes by breaking it down into a
collection of smaller, simpler decisions. A decision tree consists of a collection of decision nodes,
connected by branches. It starts at the root node, which is by default placed at the top of the decision
tree. Decisions are made from the root node down to the leaf nodes, resulting in predictions of the
response variable. An example of a simple decision tree can be found in Figure 4. Based on life style
predictor variables drinker, smoker and weight, the decision tree predicts whether a person will die at a
young (< 70 years) or an old age (≥ 70 years). E.g., according to the decision tree a person will die at
an old age if this person does not smoke or drink.
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F IGURE 4: S IMPLE DECISION TREE

A leading algorithm for constructing decision trees is the Classification and Regression Tree (CART)
algorithm. This method was suggested by Breiman et al (1984) and produces trees which are strictly
binary, meaning the produced tree contains exactly two branches for every decision node (as shown in
Figure 4). Based on the response variable, two types of trees can be created with the CART algorithm:
Classification decision trees and Regression decision trees. In classification decision trees the response
variable consists of a final set of classes, in regression decision trees the response variable takes
continuous values. The CART algorithm grows the tree by examining all possible binary splits on
every predictor and selects the optimal split based on some criterion. Which optimization criterion will
be used depends on the type of decision tree. An example of an optimization criteria for classification
decision trees is the Gini’s diversity index. This index considers the purity of the node. A node is pure
when it contains observations of one class only, in this case the Gini’s diversity index equals 0.
Therefore, a positive value for the Gini’s diversity index is a measure for node impurity and the closer
to zero the better. For regression decision trees the optimization criterion is the mean-squared error
(MSE). This performance measure takes the average of the squares of errors, in which the error is the
difference between the predicted numeric value and the actual numeric value and is computed for all
predicted cases.
Based on the optimization criterion the CART algorithm imposes the split and repeats its calculations
for the two child nodes. It stops when the node is pure and/or based on additional restrictions, such as
the minimum number of leaf node observations. In this case, the CART algorithm stops imposing
splits when its child nodes contain less than the minimum number of node observations. After building
the tree, the tree can be pruned. Pruning is necessary to avoid overfitting the data. Pruning means end
nodes will be removed from the original tree without compromising the performance of this tree: the
pruned tree may not perform worse than the original unpruned tree. Pruning often reduces the
complexity of the decision tree and increases the generalizability of the results (Larose, 2005).
Decision tree classification methods have several advantages over newer methods such as neural nets
and fuzzy logic classification. Decision trees do not require assumptions regarding the distributions of
the input data, handle nonlinear relations between variables and classes, allow for missing values and
are capable of handling both numeric and categorical inputs. Furthermore, decision trees are relatively
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easy to interpret and understand (Friedl & Brodley, 1997). One disadvantage of decision trees is that it
does not allow for overlap between the predicted classes or numeric values. A combination of
predictor variable values always leads to one class or one numeric value only. Fuzzy inference does
allow for overlap and is explained in the next section.

2.5 Fuzzy inference systems
Fuzzy inference systems use fuzzy logic to map from a given input to an output. It uses the theory of
fuzzy sets, leading to fuzzy rules. In the next paragraphs all concepts involved in the fuzzy inference
process will be explained, starting with the meaning of fuzzy logic and fuzzy sets.

2.5.1 Fuzzy logic and fuzzy sets
Vague terms are embedded in our natural language (Fisher, 2000). Examples of such terms are young
and old, short and tall, poor and rich. Whether a 40 year old person belongs to the category ‘young’ or
‘old’ is hard to define and not per se true or false. Fuzzy logic enables decision-makers to handle with
vagueness in an intuitive and natural manner and starts with the concept of a fuzzy set.
A fuzzy set is a set with gradual boundaries, it is able to contain elements with only a partial degree of
membership. It is in contrast to crisp sets, which have clearly defined boundaries: an element is part of
a crisp set, or not. An example of a crisp set is the days of the week. It is clear that Wednesday is part
of this crisp set, while nail polish is not. However, it is not always possible to define crisp sets. For
example, consider the set {days of the weekend}. Saturday and Sunday are definitely part of this crisp
set, but what about Friday. Friday is partly a day of the week, however it is also partly a day of the
weekend. A crisp set does not tolerate this kind of classification, a fuzzy set does. Fuzzy sets originally
represented the concept of gradualness (Zadeh, 1965). The basic idea of gradualness is that many
categories in natural language are a matter of degree (Dubois and Prade, 2012). The matter of degree
value to a set is expressed on a continuous scale from 0 (no member) to 1 (fully member), values
between 0 and 1 indicate a partly membership. Those degrees of membership are captured in
membership functions and will be explained in the next paragraph.

2.5.2 Membership functions
A membership function (MF) is a function that defines how each point in the input space is mapped to
a membership value between 0 and 1, the membership value is expressed as µ. For example, the input
space (X) contains a set of positive real numbers for age. The elements of X are denoted by x,
sufficing 𝑥 ∈ 𝑋. The fuzzy set A in X for representing a person of about 50 years old is defined as a
set of ordered pairs, it shows for every element of X the accompanying membership value (𝜇𝐴 (𝑥)) :
𝐴 = {𝑥, 𝜇𝐴 (𝑥)|𝑥 ∈ 𝑋}

(1)

A person of 50 years is definitely a person of about 50 years old, the membership value equals 1. For
all other ages a membership function can be used to determine the membership value to a person of
about 50 years old. There are different types of membership functions and which to use depends on a
number of factors, such as simplicity or the smoothness of the curve. This research uses Gaussian
membership functions, which is a popular method for specifying fuzzy sets because this curve has the
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advantage of being smooth and nonzero at all points. The underlying function to create a Gaussian
membership is:
𝜇𝐴 (𝑥) = 𝑒

1 𝑥−𝑐 2
)
2 𝜎

− (

(2)

in which x is the element of the input space X, c represents the centre of the Gaussian function and 𝜎
the spread of the membership function. Figure 5 shows an example of the shape of this membership
function of age to a person of about 50 years old.

F IGURE 5: GAUSSIAN MEMBERSHIP FUNCTION

If the fuzzy input space is well defined, the input space can be mapped to an output space via fuzzy
rules.

2.5.3 Fuzzy rules
Fuzzy rules generally take the form if x is A, then y is B, in which A and B are linguistic values defined
by fuzzy sets on the input space X and Y, and 𝑥 ∈ 𝑋 and 𝑦 ∈ 𝑌. The fuzzy rule consists of two parts:
the antecedent (the if-part) and the consequent (the then-part). The antecedents of fuzzy rules are fuzzy
sets, while the consequents can be fuzzy sets or mathematical functions. This depends on the kind of
fuzzy inference system (FIS) to be built. A common type of FIS is the first-order Takagi-Sugeno
system. In this type of system the antecedents of fuzzy rules are fuzzy sets and the consequent is a
linear function. This research uses the first-order Takagi-Sugeno system and is explained in more
detail in the next paragraph.

2.5.4 First-order Takagi-Sugeno Fuzzy Inference System
The first phase of the fuzzy inference process is the fuzzification of the input variables, meaning it
determines the degree to which the input variables belong to fuzzy sets via membership functions. In
this research a first-order Takagi-Sugeno FIS using c-means clustering is created, which is a technique
wherein each data point belongs to a cluster with some degree of membership. Fuzzy c-means starts
with an initial guess for the cluster centres, (which is presumably incorrect) and iteratively updates
those cluster centres and membership grades for every data point by minimizing the following
objective function (adapted from Bezdek, Erhlich and Full, 1984):
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𝑚
2
𝐽(𝑋, 𝑈, 𝑉) = ∑𝐶𝑖=1 ∑𝑁
𝑘=1 𝑢𝑖𝑘 |𝑥𝑘 − 𝑣𝑖 |

(3)

in which:
𝑋𝑘
𝑁
𝜇𝑖𝑘
𝑈
𝐶
𝑉
|𝑥𝑘 − 𝑣𝑖 |
𝑚

= [𝑥1𝑘 , 𝑥2𝑘 , … , 𝑥𝑛𝑘 ]𝑇 ∈ ℛ 𝑛 , 𝑘 = 1, … , 𝑁 = the data,
= the number of data points,
= the membership degree of data point k to cluster i,
𝜇11 … 𝜇1𝑁
⋱
⋮ ] , 𝜇𝑖𝑗 ∈ [0,1] = the fuzzy partition matrix,
=[ ⋮
𝜇𝐶1 … 𝜇𝐶𝑁
= the number of clusters; 𝐶 ≥ 2,
= {𝑣1 , … , 𝑣𝑐 } = the cluster centres,
= the absolute distance between the data point and cluster centre,
= the fuzziness parameter; 1 < 𝑚 < ∞.

The number of clusters is a fixed parameter. Furthermore, all clusters should be nonempty and the
membership degree to a cluster should be a value between 0 and 1. The c-means algorithm starts with
an initial guess for the cluster centres according to the following algorithm:
𝑣𝑖 =

𝑚
∑𝑁
𝑘=1 𝜇𝑖𝑘 𝑥𝑘

(4)

𝑚
∑𝑁
𝑘=1 𝜇𝑖𝑘

Afterwards, the algorithm calculates the squared distances between the data points and cluster centre
according to 5) and updates the fuzzy partition matrix according to 6):
2
𝑑𝑖𝑘
= (𝑥𝑘 − 𝑣𝑖 )𝑇 (𝑥𝑘 − 𝑣𝑖 )

𝜇𝑖𝑘 =

1

(5)

(6)

1
𝑚−1
𝑑2
𝐶
𝑖𝑘
∑𝑗=1( 2 )
𝑑𝑗𝑘

This is a repeating process, the algorithm stops updating the cluster centres if the absolute difference
between the current and previous fuzzy partition matrix is smaller than termination criterion 𝜀.
However, other stopping criteria are also possible. In the end, the first-order Takagi-Sugeno system
produces a set of fuzzy rules, each describing a local input-output relation in a linear form (Setnes et
al, 1998):
𝑅𝑖 :

𝒊𝒇 𝑥1 𝑖𝑠 𝐴𝑖1 𝑎𝑛𝑑 … 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑥𝑛 𝑖𝑠 𝐴𝑖𝑛 ,

𝒕𝒉𝒆𝒏 𝑧𝑖 = 𝑎𝑖 𝑥 + 𝑏𝑖

in which 𝑅𝑖 is the 𝑖th rule, 𝑥 = [𝑥1 , … , 𝑥𝑛 ]𝑇 ∈ 𝑋 is the vector of input (antecedent) variables,
𝐴𝑖1 … 𝐴𝑖𝑛 are the fuzzy sets defined in the antecedent space, 𝑧𝑖 is the rule output and 𝑎𝑖 and 𝑏𝑖 are the
parameters of the rule consequents. Last, 𝑖 = 1,2, … , 𝐾, in which 𝐾 denotes the number of rules in the
rule base.
If the antecedent of a rule contains multiple variables, the fuzzy operator is applied to obtain one
number that represents the result of the antecedent of that rule. This number is called the degree of
fulfilment of rule i (𝛽𝑖 ) and for a first-order Takagi-Sugeno system it is the product of the membership
value of fuzzy set A to rule i and input variable 𝑥𝑗 (with n as total number of input variables):
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𝛽𝑖 = ∏𝑛𝑗=1 𝜇𝐴𝑖𝑗 𝑥𝑗

(7)

The inference computes the output of each fuzzy rule in the rule base, given the degree of fulfilment of
the rules. The overall output is a weighted average of the individual rule outputs:
𝑧∗ =

∑𝐾
𝑖=1 𝛽𝑖 𝑧𝑖
∑𝐾
𝑖=𝑖 𝛽𝑖

(8)

Furthermore, the parameters of the Takagi-Sugeno system can be optimized using neuro-adaptive
learning.

2.6 Performance measures
Based on the type of prediction, numeric or classification, different types of performance measures
exist to evaluate the models. First, performance measures for the prediction of classes will be
described and afterwards the performance measures for numeric predictions.

2.6.1 Performance measures for class predictions
The performance measures for class predictions compare the predicted classes to the actual classes. If
the predicted class is equal to the actual class, the prediction is correct. However, if the predicted class
is not equal to the actual class, the prediction is incorrect and an error is generated. A confusion matrix
can be used to derive performance measures for class predictions. Table 3 shows a confusion matrix
for a two-class prediction.

Actual class

Predicted Class
Yes

No

Yes

True positive (TP)

False negative (FN)

No

False positive (FP)

True negative (TN)

T ABLE 3: C ONFUSION MATRIX TWO -CLASS PREDICTION

Based on the values in the confusion matrix, a couple of performance measures can be derived. The
accuracy divides the correctly classified cases by the total number of cases:
𝑇𝑃+𝑇𝑁

𝐴𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑦 = 𝑇𝑃+𝐹𝑁+𝐹𝑃+𝑇𝑁

(9)

An accuracy equal to 1 indicates a perfect performance, in this case all predicted classes are equal to
the actual classes. The error is the ratio of classes in which the predicted class is not equal to the actual
class:
𝐸𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟 = 1 − 𝐴𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑦

(10)
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Two other performance measures are the precision and recall. It may occur that the model predict a
class, which is not equal to the actual class. The precision is about the ratio between the correctly
predicted cases for a class and all predicted cases for that class:
𝑇𝑃

𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 = 𝑇𝑃+𝐹𝑃

(11)

Furthermore, it may occur that the model does not predict a class, while it should have predicted that
class. Recall is about the ratio between the correctly predicted cases for a class and all actual cases for
that class:
𝑇𝑃
𝑇𝑃+𝐹𝑁

𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙 =

(12)

The F1 score is the harmonic mean of precision and recall:
𝐹1 = 2 ∗

𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛∗𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙
𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛+𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙

(13)

Another performance measure is the kappa statistic. The kappa statistic considers the accuracy and the
probability of predicting the correct class due to chance (𝑝). The Kappa statistic is:
𝐾𝑎𝑝𝑝𝑎 =

𝑎−𝑝
1−𝑝

(14)

in which
𝑎 = 𝐴𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑦
𝑝=

(𝑇𝑃+𝐹𝑃)∗(𝑇𝑃+𝐹𝑁)
𝑇𝑃+𝐹𝑁+𝐹𝑃+𝑇𝑁

+

(𝑇𝑁+𝐹𝑁)∗(𝑇𝑁+𝐹𝑃)
𝑇𝑃+𝐹𝑁+𝐹𝑃+𝑇𝑁

(15)

A kappa equal to 1 indicates a perfect model, while a model with kappa ≈ 0 is no better than random
guessing.

2.6.2 Performance measures for numeric predictions
There are different types of performance measures for numeric predictions. The mean-squared error
takes the difference between the predicted numeric value (𝑝𝑖 ) and the actual numeric value (𝑎𝑖 ) for all
predicted cases (𝑛), those differences are indicated as errors. More specifically, the MSE takes the
average of the squares of the errors. The outcome of the MSE is always non-negative and values closer
to zero indicate better predictions of the numeric target variable. The MSE is:
1

𝑀𝑆𝐸 = 𝑛 ∑𝑛𝑖=1(𝑝𝑖 − 𝑎𝑖 )2

(16)

Often, the root of the MSE is taken, which has the same unit as the quantity being estimated and is
therefore directly interpretable:
1

𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐸 = √𝑛 ∑𝑛𝑖=1(𝑝𝑖 − 𝑎𝑖 )2

(17)
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Another performance measure is the Mean Absolute Error (MAE), this performance measure
calculates the average of the absolute errors:
1

𝑀𝐴𝐸 = 𝑛 ∑𝑛𝑖=1|𝑝𝑖 − 𝑎𝑖 |

(18)

The difference with the MSE is that the MAE takes the absolute values of the errors, instead of the
squares of errors. Therefore, the MSE gives a relatively high weight to large errors and is thus more
sensitive to large errors.
More performance measures for numeric predictions exist. This research will use the above measures.
In addition to those measures, the models will be discussed with experts to evaluate the performance.
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Methodology
A retrospective data-driven approach is used for the exploration of patterns in glucose control. The
goal is to explore patterns at the simplest level of glucose control: which is about measuring the BG
level of the critically ill patient (leading to a BG state), performing a glucose control action (which is
the administration of insulin via infusion and/or bolus, or the administration of glucose via a bolus)
and after some time measuring the effect of the action at the subsequent BG measurement (t+1). This
is shown in Figure 6.

State (t)

Action (t)

Effect
(t+1)

F IGURE 6: BG STATE , ACTION AND EFFECT

Furthermore, the goal is to evaluate patterns based on their effect. A BG action leading to a severe
hyperglycemic event or a BG action leading to a BG level in target range are examples of respectively
insufficient and sufficient patterns.
The patterns are explored using two techniques: decision tree learning and fuzzy modelling. Decision
trees do not require assumptions regarding the distributions of the input data, handle nonlinear
relations between variables and classes, allow for missing values and are capable of handling both
numeric and categorical inputs. Decision trees are easy to build and lead to relatively easy to interpret
and understand patterns (Friedl & Brodley). However, decision trees do not allow for overlap between
classes or numeric values: a combination of predictor variable values always lead to one class or
numeric value only. Therefore as well fuzzy inference systems are built. Those models are able to
handle with imprecise data and nonlinear relations between variables and lead to relatively easy to
interpret and understand patterns as well. Fuzzy models lead to a broader range of predictions
compared to decision trees, since the prediction depends on the degree of membership to a fuzzy set.
In total 80 models are developed: 32 classification decision trees, 24 regression decision trees and 24
fuzzy inference models. The aim of this chapter is to show how the initial raw data is transformed into
the final datasets and how the techniques are applied to the data to derive patterns in glucose control.
Furthermore, the performance measures to evaluate the models are discussed. The methodology is
described according to the six phases of the Cross Industry Standard Process for Data Mining (CRISPDM), which is a commonly used data mining methodology for conducting a data mining project
(Larose, 2005). The six phases are shown in Figure 7.
In the following sub-chapters, the purpose of phases 2-5 are explained and which steps were taken in
this research project to achieve those purposes. The first and last phase of CRISP-DM are not
discussed in this chapter, the business understanding phase led to the research question and objectives
discussed in the introduction. The last phase is about making use of the created models in practice,
which was not part of this research project.
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Business / Research
Understanding phase

Data Understanding
phase

Data Preparation
phase

Deployment phase

Evaluation phase

Modeling phase

F IGURE 7: C ROSS INDUSTRY S TANDARD P ROCESS FOR DATA MINING ( ADAPTED FROM L AROSE (2005))

3.1 Phase 2: Data understanding
In the data understanding phase the data is collected and an exploratory data analysis is used to get
familiarized with the data and to discover initial insights (Larose, 2005). Therefore in this section first
the data collection is described, explaining where and how the data is collected and which data is
collected. Afterwards, the collected data is explained in more detail.

3.1.1 Data collection
Data is collected at the Maastricht University Medical Centre (MUMC+), which is a collaboration
between the Academic Hospital Maastricht and Maastricht University. The MUMC+ is a large
hospital, with 715 beds and 26 operating rooms. More specifically, data is collected from the two
medical/surgical ICU’s (D3 and E3, 9 beds each) of the MUMC+ for the years 2014 and 2015.
Patients admitted to wards D3 and E3 are mainly medical/surgical patients and most of those patients
(90%) require immediate assessment or treatment. Medical/surgical patients are admitted to one of
those wards based on bed availability.
The data used in this project was available at the beginning of this project. The data was extracted
from the patient data management system of the ICUs: the Intellispace Critical Care and Anaesthesia
(ICCA) system by Philips. Each bed on the ICU is coupled to ICCA and all specific patient data can
easily be saved and visualized on the monitor next to the bed. Data can be registered in ICCA an half
hour in advance until 24 hours after the current time. The data was extracted from ICCA by an
authorized IT specialist and transferred to Excel files. Per hospitalization number, patient number,
ward and year, information was extracted regarding blood glucose measurements and administered
medication to control the BG. Blood glucose measurement files provide information about the type of
measurement, date and time, and the outcome of the blood glucose measurements in mmol/l.
Medication files provide information about the type, date and time, and amount of administered
medication to control the BG.
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3.1.2 Data explanation
Figure 8 provides a visual representation of the collected data, which is explained in more detail in the
next paragraphs.

Hosp. & patient nr

BG measurements

Hosp. nr Patient nr Type Measurement time BG level
…
…
…
…
…
10012
1394694 Arterial
5-9-2014 0:38
6,4
…
…
…
…
…

…

Medication administration

Insulin rate
…
4
…

Insulin bolus Glucose bolus Entry-time Real-time
…
…
…
…
0
0
5-9-2014 1:00 5-9-2014 5:06
…
…
…
…

Ward

Ward
…
D3
…

F IGURE 8: P ATIENT DATA

Patient and hospitalization number
Every time a patient is admitted to the MUMC, a new hospitalization number is assigned to the
patient. However, the patient number remains the same. Therefore, more hospitalization numbers than
patient numbers per ward per year can occur (indicating the same patient is hospitalized >1 times a
year).
BG measurements
Two types of BG measurements are used in the ICU of the MUMC: a BG measurement via the arterial
catheter and a point-of-care measurement. More information about these types of measurements can
be found in Appendix C, as well as information about the reliability of these types of measurements.
This research assumed that there are no significant differences between the outcome of the BG value
in mmol/l of the arterial measurements and point-of-care measurements. The outcome of the BG
measurement is automatically saved in ICCA when using a POC measurement, and saved by the
hospital laboratory when using an arterial measurement as well as the date and time. Figure 9 shows
the data distribution of the measured BG levels of wards D3 and E3. The average measured BG level
is identical for both wards and is 7,9 mmol/l. Figure 9 shows that the distribution of the BG levels of
both wards are similar, with small deviations.
Furthermore, the times between blood glucose measurements are not uniformly distributed and
depended on the judgment and/or workload of the respective ICU doctor(s) or nurse(s). Figure 10
shows the data distribution of the times between BG measurements of wards D3 and E3. The average
time between BG measurements of ward D3 and E3 are respectively 5,7 hours and 5,2 hours. Figure
10 shows that the distribution of the times between BG levels of the wards are somewhat similar. The
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frequency of times between BG measurements ≤ 5 hours is higher at ward E3 compared to ward D3.
The frequency of times between BG measurements > 5 hours is higher at ward D3 compared to E3.

F IGURE 9: N ORMALIZED FREQUENCY BG LEVEL WARDS

F IGURE 10: N ORMALIZED FREQUENCY TIMES BETWEEN BLOOD GLUCOSE LEVELS WARDS

Medication administration
Depending on the outcome of the blood glucose measurement, the nurse decides which amount and
type of glucose control medication should be administered to the patient, or how the glucose control
medication should be adjusted. Glucose control medication can be insulin via infusion and/or bolus, or
a glucose bolus. Figure 11 shows the data distribution of the insulin infusion rates of wards D3 and E3.
The average rate for ward D3 and E3 are respectively 1,4 and 1,5 u/h. Figure 11 shows that the
distribution of the insulin rates of both wards are similar, with small deviations.
Afterwards, the type and amount of administered medication should be registered in the ICCA system
by the respective nurse. ICCA registers two times: the real-time and entry time. The real-time is the
time the nurse enters the amount of administered medication in the system. This can be entered in
ICCA an half hour in advance until 24 hours after the current time and is mostly done immediate after
the medication administration. To enter the time in the system, the nurse chooses a time from a time
window (the entry time), which is mostly rounded to the nearest quarter, half an hour or hour. For
example, the real-time the nurse enters a medication setting into the system is 10:14:39, which might
be captured as entry time as 10:00:00. To determine which time is closest to the actual time of
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medication administration, a rule is made in consultation with the healthcare providers of the MUMC+
and will be explained in the data preparation section.

F IGURE 11: N ORMALIZED FREQUENCY INSULIN INFUSION RATES WARDS

Wards
Data was collected from two medical/surgical wards: D3 and E3. In data modelling, a training set is
used to build the model and the performance of this model is derived using a testing set. The dataset of
one of the wards was used as training set, while the dataset of the other ward was used for testing. This
seemed appropriate because patients are randomly admitted to one of the wards (based on bed
availability) and the underlying data of the wards are similar.
Number of glucose control actions per patient
This research wanted to evaluate the short-term effect of glucose control actions, therefore it evaluated
the effect of a glucose control action measured at each subsequent measurement. Of each patient,
multiple glucose control actions are evaluated. Since the number of BG measurements differed per
patient, the number of glucose control actions which are evaluated per patient is different as well.
Table 4 shows the total number of patients who received insulin therapy per ward (sum over years
2014 and 2015), and the average and median number of glucose control actions per patient.

D3
E3

Number of patients
receiving IT
301
285

Average number of
glucose control actions
43,2
49,9

Median number of
glucose control actions
27
30

T ABLE 4: AVERAGE AND MEDIAN NUMBER OF MEASUREMENTS PER PATIENT

3.2 Phase 3: Data preparation
In this phase, the final datasets that are used for modelling are prepared from the initial raw data. The
following sections show how the data is integrated, cleaned and constructed. Furthermore, the final
datasets that are used in modelling are discussed.
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3.2.1 Data integration
The data was initially provided in different datasets per ward per year. These files had to be integrated
and the already integrated files were used in this project. Therefore, the data integration was not part
of this project, but is described in Appendix D to get an understanding about how the integration was
performed and which assumptions were made. The integration is summarized in Figure 12 and led to
two datasets: Dataset 1 containing BG measurements and accompanying glucose control actions of
ward D3 over 2014 and 2015 and Dataset 2 containing BG measurements and accompanying glucose
control actions of ward E3 over years 2014 and 2015.
D3
Arterial
'14 - '15

D3
POC
'14 - '15

D3
BG Measurements
'14 - '15

D3
Insulin
'14 - '15

D3
Bolus
'14 - '15

D3
GC Medication
'14 - '15

Dataset 1 - D3
'14 - '15

E3
Arterial
'14 - '15

E3
POC
'14 - '15

E3
BG Measurements
'14 - '15

E3
Insulin
'14 - '15

E3
Bolus
'14 - '15

E3
GC Medication
'14 - '15

Dataset 2 - E3
'14 - '15

F IGURE 12: INITIALLY RECEIVED DATA COMBINED IN DIFFERENT DATASETS

Datasets 1 and 2 are sorted on time and hospitalization number. Therefore the glucose control actions
are ordered chronologically and shown per patient.

3.2.2 Data cleaning
Data cleaning is the process of detecting and correcting inaccurate data, dealing with outliers, and
resolving data inconsistencies, since incorrect or inconsistent data can lead to false conclusions.
Therefore, in this section the data is further examined.
Blood glucose levels
The minimum and maximum measured BG levels were respectively 0,6 and 85,5 mmol/l in ward D3
and 0,6 and 40,1 mmol/l in ward E3. Patients with blood glucose values higher than 30 mmol/l were
manually checked for the presence of diabetics ketoacidosis. Diabetic ketoacidosis is a potentially lifethreatening complication of diabetes mellitus. It results from a shortage of insulin and in response the
body switches to burning fatty acids which produces acidic ketone bodies (Kitabchi et al, 2009).
Patients with diabetic ketoacidosis were excluded from Datasets 1 and 2, leading to the exclusion of
11 patients of Dataset 1 and 1 patient of Dataset 2.
Insulin infusion rate
In some glucose control actions a medication administration time was registered, however there was
no value for the insulin infusion rate, leading to an incorrect value for this rate. This research assumed
the insulin infusion rate was equal to the last registered insulin infusion rate when an incorrect value
was detected, since an adjustment of insulin infusion rate should always be registered.
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Insulin and glucose boluses
In approximately 1,0 percent of the data an amount of insulin or glucose bolus was available. It is
assumed more insulin and glucose boluses were administered to the patients and that therefore data
regarding insulin and glucose boluses are missing. Therefore the boluses are kept outside the scope of
research.

3.2.3 Model output
In this section the modelling output variables are further explained. The output variables are the
percentage future BG change or the percentage future BG change to target. How these output variables
are constructed from the available data and the reason why these variables are used as output is
explained in the next paragraph.
The output variables are constructed from the current BG levels and their accompanying measurement
times. First, the past and future BG change are computed. The past blood glucose change is the change
of the blood glucose in mmol/l between the BG measurement at time i and the prior BG measurement
(at time i-1). The future blood glucose change is the change of blood glucose between the BG
measurement at time i and the subsequent measurement (at time i+1). A positive value for the
past/future blood glucose change represents an increase of the blood glucose, while a negative value
represents a decrease. There is one main disadvantage about representing the change in this way, since
a future BG change of −0,5 mmol/l might be desired for a BG value at time i of 7,5 mmol/l, it might
be too low for a BG value at time i of 20 mmol/l.
Therefore, the past and future percentages BG changes are computed. The past percentage BG change
shows the relative size of the BG change based on the past value and the future percentage BG change
shows the relative size of the BG change based on the present value. Those two variables are
computed according to the following formulas:
𝑃𝑒𝑟𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑎𝑔𝑒 𝑝𝑎𝑠𝑡 𝐵𝐺 𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑒 =

𝐵𝐺(𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑖 ) − 𝐵𝐺(𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑖−1 )
∗ 100
𝐵𝐺(𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑖−1 )

𝑃𝑒𝑟𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑎𝑔𝑒 𝑓𝑢𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒 𝐵𝐺 𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑒 =

𝐵𝐺(𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑖+1 ) − 𝐵𝐺(𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑖 )
∗ 100
𝐵𝐺(𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑖 )

For example, the future BG change is −1 mmol/l. This is relatively speaking quite a large change if the
BG at time i equals 6 mmol/l (the percentage future change = −16,7). While this change is quite small
if the BG at time i equals 20 mmol/l (the percentage future change = −5,0). However, the percentage
future BG change does not provide information about the extent the BG changed to target. Therefore
another variable ‘Percentage future BG change to target’ is created. This variable shows the change to
the upper level of the target range (which is 7 mmol/l) and is computed as follows:
𝑃𝑒𝑟𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑎𝑔𝑒 𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑒 𝑡𝑜 𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑡 = (𝐹𝑢𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒 𝐵𝐺 𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑒/(𝐵𝐺(𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑖 ) − 7)) ∗ 100
Figure 13 shows an example of the percentage change to target for a BG level of 10 mmol/l. To
decrease to target it should decrease with 3 mmol/l. The change to target is then −100 percent. If the
BG decreased with 2 mmol/l, the BG has not decreased to target and the percentage change to target is
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−67 (−2/3). It is also possible the BG increases, in this case the percentage change to target takes a
positive value. This type of response variable has one main disadvantage, because it can only be
applied to elevated BG levels.

F IGURE 13: PERCENTAGE CHANGE TO TARGET

Figure 14 shows the structure of the constructed dataset and provides information of a random patient.
It shows the patient number, date and time of the BG measurement, BG level in mmol/l, insulin
infusion rate in units/hour, time since last measurement and time until next measurement in hours,
percentage past and future BG change, percentage future BG change to target and the ward.

Patient nr
…
71502260
71502260
71502260
71502260
71502260
71502260
…

Date and time
…
3-1-2014 21:21
4-1-2014 0:44
4-1-2014 4:45
4-1-2014 11:55
4-1-2014 22:13
5-1-2014 5:12
…

BG level
…
8
8,2
7,5
8,7
7,3
7,6
…

Insulin rate TSLM
…
…
2
9,5
2
3,4
2
4,0
2,5
7,2
2,5
10,3
2,5
7,0
…
…

TUNM
…
3,4
4,0
7,2
10,3
7,0
6,3
…

Perc. past change
…
5,3
2,5
-8,5
16,0
-16,1
4,1
…

Perc. future change
…
2,5
-8,5
16,0
-16,1
4,1
-1,3
…

Perc. Change
to target
…
20,0
-58,3
240,0
-82,4
100,0
-16,7
…

F IGURE 14: S TRUCTURE CONSTRUCTED DATASET
(TSLM=T IME S INCE LAST M EASUREMENT , TUNM = TIME U NTIL N EXT MEASUREMENT , P ERC . = P ERCENTAGE )

3.2.4 Final datasets used for modelling
Which datasets are used for modelling is explained in this section (which models are built is explained
in section 3.4). First of all, Datasets 1 and 2 should only show BG values and medication settings if
the time until future measurement (TUFM) is larger than 1 hour, since after 1-2 hours the steady-state
BG level is reached and the effect of the glucose control action can best be measured. Furthermore,
since BG control is mainly about dealing with elevated BG levels, Datasets 1 and 2 were both split in
three parts (shown in Figure 15): one containing BG levels below target, one containing BG levels in
target and one containing BG levels above target. The datasets representing BG levels above target,
Dataset 3 and 4, were also used in modelling and were respectively 55,3 and 59,3 percent of Datasets
1 and 2. The characteristics and total number of observations per dataset are shown in Table 5.
Dataset 1 - D3
'14 - '15

D3
BG < target
2014 2015

D3
BG in target
2014 2015

Dataset 2 - E3
'14 - '15

Dataset 3 -D3
BG > target
2014 2015

E3
BG < target
2014 2015

E3
BG in target
2014 2015

Dataset 4 -E3
BG > target
2014 2015

F IGURE 15: D ATASETS 1 -4
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Ward
…
D3
D3
D3
D3
D3
D3
…

Dataset
number
1
2
3
4

Dataset label

Dataset

TUFM

D3.all
E3.all
D3.abovetarget
E3.abovetarget

All BG values
All BG values
BG > Target
BG > Target

> 1h
> 1h
> 1h
> 1h

Total number
of observations
12.382
13.413
6.847
7.949

T ABLE 5: C HARACTERISTICS AND TOTAL NUMBER OF OBSERVATIONS DATASETS 1 -4

Furthermore, Datasets 1-4 are split in smaller subsets. In total 20 different datasets were used in
modelling which are summarized in Table 6. First of all, Datasets 1-4 are split in smaller subsets based
on the time until future measurement. Since the steady state BG level is reached after 1-2 hours, the
effect can best be measured after this time interval. If the time until future measurement becomes
larger, the chance the BG level changes due to other BG influencers (as nutrition) increases.
Therefore, as well models were built in which the time until future measurement was within 1 and 3
hours. Furthermore, for classification predictions as well unbalanced as balanced training sets were
used. Those sets and classes are discussed in more detail in section 3.4.2. In short, in a balanced
training set the number of observations per class are equal, in an unbalanced dataset the number of
observations per class are not necessarily equal and depend on the data distribution of the collected
data. For the output variable ‘Percentage future BG change’ two classes were used and eight classes
for the output variable ‘Percentage future BG change to target’.
In data modelling, one of the 20 datasets of Table 6 was used as training and another one for testing.
Dataset label

Dataset

TUFM

Type of prediction

#Cases

Numeric
Numeric
Classification
Classification
Numeric or classification
Numeric or classification
Classification
Classification
Classification
Classification

(Un)Balanced #Classes for
training set
classification
Unbalanced
Unbalanced
Balanced
2
Balanced
2
Unbalanced
8
Unbalanced
8
Balanced
2
Balanced
2
Balanced
8
Balanced
8

D3.all
D3.all.I
D3.all.II
D3.all.III
D3.abovetarget
D3.abovetarget.I
D3.abovetarget.II
D3.abovetarget.III
D3.abovetarget.IV
D3.abovetarget.V

All BG values
All BG values
All BG values
All BG values
BG > Target
BG > Target
BG > Target
BG > Target
BG > Target
BG > Target

>1h
>1h, <3h
>1h
>1h, <3h
>1h
>1h, <3h
>1h
>1h, <3h
>1h
>1h, <3h

E3.all
E3.all.I
E3.all.II
E3.all.III
E3.abovetarget
E3.abovetarget.I
E3.abovetarget.II
E3.abovetarget.III
E3.abovetarget.IV
E3.abovetarget.V

All BG values
All BG values
All BG values
All BG values
BG > Target
BG > Target
BG > Target
BG > Target
BG > Target
BG > Target

>1h
>1h, <3h
>1h
>1h, <3h
>1h
>1h, <3h
>1h
>1h, <3h
>1h
>1h, <3h

Numeric
Numeric
Classification
Classification
Numeric or classification
Numeric or classification
Classification
Classification
Classification
Classification

Unbalanced
Unbalanced
Balanced
Balanced
Unbalanced
Unbalanced
Balanced
Balanced
Balanced
Balanced

13.413
3.638
1.568
326
7.949
2.296
1.300
250
2.208
560

2
2
8
8
2
2
8
8

T ABLE 6: C HARACTERISTICS DATASET
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12.382
2.341
1.422
246
6.847
1.361
1.190
188
1.736
280

3.3 Phase 4: Modelling from data
The data modelling is performed in Matlab, which is a numerical computing environment and
programming language allowing for matrix manipulations, plotting of functions and data,
implementation of algorithms and more. The goal of this research is to find patterns in glucose control
and to evaluate the effect of each glucose control action based on the BG state (Figure 16).

State (t)

Action (t)

Effect
(t+1)

F IGURE 16: BG STATE , ACTION AND EFFECT

The effect is the future percentage BG change (to target), which is the output variable of the models.
The input variables of the models are the current BG level (the state), the insulin infusion rate (the
action) and possibly the past percentage BG change (the past effect). This is shown in Figure 17.

Input variables:

Output variables:

Current BG level
Insulin infusion rate

Modeling
technique

Percentage future BG change
Percentage future BG change to target

Past percentage BG change
F IGURE 17: M ODELS TO BE BUILD

In the next paragraph, the reason why those input and output variables are used is discussed in more
detail. Afterwards, the experimental setup is discussed. The models differed in input variables, output
variable, training set and test set. The characteristics of all models are listed in Appendix E and F.

3.3.1 Variable inclusion
This research performs an exploratory analysis in finding patterns. The two input variables for
modelling are the BG level and insulin infusion rate. The BG level provides information about the BG
state and is needed to evaluate the effect of the glucose control action. For example, a future BG
change of −1 mmol/l might be desired for a BG level of 8 mmol/l, it might be too low for a BG level
of 20 mmol/l. Furthermore, the BG level provides information about how the BG is expected to react
on the insulin therapy. As discussed, according to Bequette (2007) it is relatively easy to reduce
glucose values when they are high, but is takes proportionally more insulin when the glucose value is
lower. The insulin infusion rate provides information about the glucose control action (the intensity of
the insulin therapy). This is the variable the nurse is able to control and this control action will be
evaluated based on its effect. In general it holds that a higher insulin infusion rate leads to a higher BG
decrease. However, since it is expected each patient responds differently on the insulin infusion rate,
as well the percentage past BG change is included as input variable in modelling (showing the past
effect). This input variable shows the direction (increase, decrease of stable BG) and the relative size
of the past BG change and is expected to provide some information about how the patient’s BG will
change in the (near) future. To establish the added value of the input variable percentage past BG
change, models are built with the input variables BG and insulin infusion rate, and the same models
with the additional input variable percentage past BG change.
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The output variables of the models are the percentage future BG change and percentage future BG
change to target. The percentage future BG change shows the direction and relative size of the future
BG change. The percentage future BG change to target shows the extent the BG will change to target
level 7. The same models are built with output variable percentage future BG change and percentage
change to target. If the performance of the models is high, the patterns showing the direction and
relative size of the BG change and patterns showing the BG change to target can be compared to get
an overall understanding of the BG change.

3.3.2 Experimental setup
The experimental setup for the data modelling is shown in Figure 18. The training set which is used is
the dataset of ward D3 and the testing set the dataset of ward E3. The same models were built with as
training set the dataset of ward E3 and testing set the dataset of ward D3 to compare the models based
on their similarities and differences. Thus, depending on the model to be build, a training and testing
set were selected. For classification and regression decision trees, first the optimal minimal leaf size
(MLS) to build the final trees needed to be found and for the fuzzy inference systems (FIS) the optimal
number of clusters. This is done by splitting the training set into ten equal sized, non-overlapping
subsets using ten-fold cross-validation. Based on the nine subsets for training, the initial classification
tree, regression tree or FIS was built, and its performance was measured using the remainder set as
validation. Note that every subset was in turn used as validation set, while the remainder nine were
used as training set. Per MLS or cluster, the average performance value was computed based on the
performance value of each validation set. This led to a more accurate value of the performance
measure. The final model is built using the whole training set with the optimal MLS or amount of
clusters, and its performance is measured using the test set. In the following sections, the method for
building classification trees, regression trees and FIS are described in more detail.

Required datasets

Training set

Test set

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Optimal minimal leaf size (MLS) |
Optimal number of clusters (C)

Training set:
Dataset with MLS | C

Final model

F IGURE 18: E XPERIMENTAL SETUP
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Classification decision trees
Classification decision trees predict a final set of classes. Therefore, the output variables percentage
future BG change and percentage future BG change to target were divided in respectively 2 and 8
classes shown in Table 7. Those classes were determined in consultation with the MUMC supervisors.
Class Percentage future
BG change
≤ −30%
1
> −30%
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Percentage future BG
change to target
≤ −100
> −100,
≤ −66,67
> −66,67, ≤ −33,33
> −33,33, < 0
≥ 0,
< 33,33
≥ 33,33,
< 66,67
≥ 66,67,
< 100
≥ 100

T ABLE 7: CLASSES OUTPUT VARIABLES

Classification decision trees are built with as well unbalanced as balanced training sets. In a balanced
training set the number of observations of each class is equal. The number of observations in the
balanced training sets is therefore the number of observations of the minority class, and an equal,
randomly chosen amount of observations of all other classes. Balanced training sets are used because
in unbalanced training sets the minority class(es) might not be predicted because the optimal model is
obtained by predicting the majority class(es) only. While it is interesting to see the prediction of all
classes. Note that the amount of observations in balanced training sets might become too small to
generate accurate patterns. As shown in Table 6, the smallest balanced dataset with dataset label
D3.abovetarget.3 contains only 188 observations, this is 2,7 percent of the initial dataset with dataset
label D3.abovetarget. More information about the total number of observations in the balanced
datasets can be found in Appendix G. Furthermore, class 1 of the output variable percentage future BG
change is the minority class with only containing 4-9 percent of the data. Therefore, it is chosen not to
build models with unbalanced datasets for this type of output variable, because with the optimal model
will only predict class 2 (since the majority of the data represents class 2 and the highest accuracy is
obtained if the models only predict class 2) and this information is useless.
Classification decision trees are built in Matlab using the function fitctree and the performance
measure which was used to choose the optimal MLS was the class error. The class error is the sum of
occurrences in which the predicted class by the training set was not equal to the actual class in the
validation set. The MLS took values from 1 until 800. A [10x800] matrix was obtained showing the
class error per validation set, per MLS. An example of such a matrix is shown in Appendix G. Based
on the class errors per MLS per validation set, the average class error is derived. Based on the minimal
average class error the optimal MLS is chosen which is used to build the final model. The final model
is built with the whole training set and performance measures (explained in section 3.5) are computed
using the testing set.
Regression decision trees
Regression decision trees are built in Matlab using the function fitrtree and the performance measure
which was used to choose the optimal MLS was the root mean squared error (RMSE), because this
measure gives a relatively high weight to large errors. A [10x800] matrix was obtained showing the
RMSE per validation set, per MLS. Per MLS, the average RMSE is computed based on the RMSE of
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each validation set. The optimal MLS to build the final model was the one with the lowest average
RMSE. The final model is built with the whole training set and performance measures are computed
using the testing set.
FIS
The fuzzy models are built in Matlab using the function genfis3 and trained by use of anfis. The
performance measure which was used to choose the optimal amount of clusters was the root mean
squared error. The cluster size ranged from 2 up to and including 10. A [10x9] matrix was obtained
showing the RMSE per validation set, per cluster. Per cluster, the average RMSE is computed based
on the RMSE of each validation set. The optimal amount of clusters to build the final model was the
one with the lowest average RMSE. The final model is built with the whole training set and
performance measures are computed using the testing set.

3.4 Phase 5: Model evaluation
All performance measures are broadly explained in Background section 2.6, and will be briefly
summarized in this paragraph.
For the classification decision trees six measures are used to evaluate the model’s performance:
1. Accuracy:
2. Error:
3. Precision:
4. Recall:
5. F1 score:
6. Kappa:

shows the ratio of classes in which the predicted class is equal to the actual
class.
shows the ratio of classes in which the predicted class is not equal to the actual
class.
shows the ratio between the correctly predicted cases for a class and all
(correctly or incorrectly) predicted cases for that class.
shows the ratio between the correctly predicted cases for a class and all actual
cases for that class.
is the harmonic mean of precision and recall.
shows the probability of predicting the correct class due to chance and can be
used to evaluate the accuracy of the model.

Furthermore, for the regression decision trees and fuzzy inference systems two measures are used to
evaluate the model’s performance: the (root) mean squared error (R)MSE and the mean absolute error
(MAE). Both consider the difference between the predicted numeric value and the actual numeric
value (the error). The MSE computes the average value of the squares or errors, while the MAE
computes the average value of the absolute errors. Therefore, the MSE gives a relatively high weight
to large errors by squaring them and the MSE is more sensitive to large errors.
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Results
All models are built according to the previous described methodology: in which a modelling technique
is applied to a couple of input variables to predict one of the output variables, as shown in Figure 19.

Input variables:

Output variables:

Current BG level
Insulin infusion rate

Modeling
technique

Percentage future BG change
Percentage future BG change to target

Past percentage BG change
F IGURE 19: M ODELS TO BE BUILD

In this section first the performance of the 32 classification decision trees is discussed and the best
classification decision trees are explained in more detail. The same is done for the 24 regression
decision trees and fuzzy inference systems. This chapter ends with a summarization of the best models
and some final remarks about the performance of these models.

4.1 Classification decision trees
Table 8 summarizes the results of all classification decision trees. The first column of Table 8 shows
which model is built, referring to the model numbers of Appendix E. Furthermore, Table 8 shows
which training and testing set is used to build the classification decision trees (referring to the dataset
labels of Table 6), the optimal MLS and accompanying average class error derived from the validation
sets, and performance measures of the final model. The next paragraph discusses which of the 32
models performs best and will be examined in more detail.
The best performing classification decision trees
Models 1-16 predict the output variable ‘Percentage future BG change’, models 1-8 use the datasets
with all BG values and models 9-16 the datasets with BG values > target. Furthermore, models 1-4
and 9-12 use the input variables ‘current BG level’ and ‘insulin infusion rate’. Models 5-8 and 13-16
use the additional input parameter ‘percentage past BG change’. The model with the highest kappa
statistic will be further examined, since this performance measure takes the probability of predicting
the correct class due to chance into account. The higher this probability the higher the model accuracy,
however a model with a high accuracy is useless if the kappa statistic is around 0 (since then the
model is no better than random guessing). Model 1, 5 and 9 have the highest kappa. Model 1 and 5
have the lowest class error and therefore one of these models will be further examined. The macro
precision, macro recall and macro F1 values are similar when comparing Model 1 to 5. The one
difference between those models is that Model 5 contains an additional input parameter: the
percentage past BG change. Since this input parameter does not improve the performance compared to
Model 1, it is chosen to describe Model 1 with fewest input parameters in more detail in section 4.1.1.
Furthermore, models 17-32 predict the output variable ‘Percentage future BG change to target’.
Models 17-24 use the input variables ‘current BG level’ and ‘insulin infusion rate’. Models 25-32 use
the additional input parameter ‘percentage past BG change’. Those models only used the datasets with
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BG values > target, since this output variable only applies to elevated BG levels. Model 27 has the
highest kappa and is described in more detail in the section 4.1.2.
Model characteristics
Nr

Training set

Testing set

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32

E3.all.II
E3.all.III
D3.all.II
D3.all.III
E3.all.II
E3.all.III
D3.all.II
D3.all.III
E3.abovetarget.II
E3.abovetarget.III
D3.abovetarget.II
D3.abovetarget.III
E3.abovetarget.II
E3.abovetarget.III
D3.abovetarget.II
D3.abovetarget.III
E3.abovetarget
E3.abovetarget.IV
E3.abovetarget.I
E3.abovetarget.V
D3.abovetarget
D3.abovetarget.IV
D3.abovetarget.I
D3.abovetarget.V
E3.abovetarget
E3.abovetarget.IV
E3.abovetarget.I
E3.abovetarget.V
D3.abovetarget
D3.abovetarget.IV
D3.abovetarget.I
D3.abovetarget.V

D3.all
D3.all.I
E3.all
E3.all.I
D3.all
D3.all.I
E3.all
E3.all.I
D3.abovetarget
D3.abovetarget.I
E3.abovetarget
E3.abovetarget.I
D3.abovetarget
D3.abovetarget.I
E3.abovetarget
E3.abovetarget.I
D3.abovetarget
D3.abovetarget
D3.abovetarget.I
D3.abovetarget.I
E3.abovetarget
E3.abovetarget
E3.abovetarget.I
E3.abovetarget.I
D3.abovetarget
D3.abovetarget
D3.abovetarget.I
D3.abovetarget.I
E3.abovetarget
E3.abovetarget
E3.abovetarget.I
E3.abovetarget.I

Derived from
validation set
Optimal Average
MLS
class error
694
0,32
126
0,36
616
0,30
98
0,29
58
0,30
14
0,35
22
0,29
98
0,28
40
0,36
20
0,29
501
0,32
18
0,29
59
0,34
25
0,29
12
0,32
36
0,30
90
0,72
316
0,76
111
0,69
1
0,73
88
0,70
1
0,76
116
0,68
22
0,74
256
0,72
2
0,73
116
0,70
25
0,72
114
0,69
1
0,75
76
0,68
4
0,76

Performance measures final model
Class Accuracy Macro
Macro Macro Kappa
error
precision recall
F1
statistic
0,30
0,70
0,55
0,70
0,51
0,13
0,29
0,71
0,54
0,67
0,50
0,10
0,34
0,66
0,54
0,67
0,49
0,10
0,33
0,67
0,52
0,63
0,47
0,06
0,30
0,70
0,55
0,70
0,52
0,13
0,34
0,66
0,53
0,66
0,48
0,08
0,31
0,69
0,54
0,67
0,50
0,11
0,33
0,67
0,52
0,63
0,47
0,06
0,33
0,67
0,56
0,66
0,52
0,13
0,45
0,55
0,54
0,66
0,44
0,08
0,37
0,63
0,55
0,64
0,49
0,10
0,39
0,61
0,53
0,63
0,45
0,06
0,39
0,61
0,55
0,66
0,49
0,11
0,45
0,55
0,54
0,66
0,44
0,08
0,37
0,63
0,54
0,64
0,49
0,10
0,49
0,51
0,53
0,63
0,40
0,05
0,71
0,29
0,17
0,20
0,18
0,13
0,77
0,23
0,12
0,22
0,15
0,12
0,70
0,30
0,18
0,21
0,19
0,13
0,80
0,20
0,17
0,17
0,16
0,06
0,73
0,27
0,16
0,19
0,16
0,11
0,80
0,20
0,19
0,19
0,18
0,08
0,72
0,28
0,14
0,21
0,17
0,13
0,82
0,18
0,23
0,19
0,18
0,08
0,71
0,29
0,17
0,20
0,15
0,13
0,80
0,20
0,19
0,19
0,19
0,08
0,70
0,30
0,18
0,22
0,19
0,14
0,75
0,25
0,18
0,21
0,18
0,11
0,72
0,28
0,17
0,19
0,17
0,12
0,81
0,19
0,18
0,18
0,17
0,07
0,72
0,28
0,17
0,21
0,18
0,12
0,83
0,17
0,19
0,18
0,17
0,06

T ABLE 8: RESULTS MODELS 1 – 32 ( THE BOLD ROWS SHOW THE TOP OF BEST PERFORMING MODELS )

4.1.1 Model 1
The input variables of Model 1 are the blood glucose level and insulin infusion rate, and the output
variable percentage future BG change with two classes. The training set is the balanced dataset of
ward E3 with all BG values, times until future measures > 1 hour and consists of 1.568 observations.
The testing set is the unbalanced dataset of ward D3 with all BG values, times until future measures >
1 hour and consists of 12.382 observations. First, the optimal MLS to build the final model is found.
Figure 20 shows the average class error per MLS, and the minimum error is reached at a MLS of 694.
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F IGURE 20: A VERAGE CLASS ERROR PER MLS

The final model was built with the MLS restriction of 694 and resulted in a simple classification
decision tree with two rules:
1. If the BG level is < 8,25 the percentage future BG change will be > −30%.
2. If the BG level is ≥ 8,25, the percentage future BG change will be ≤ −30%.
The insulin infusion rate is not included in the classification decision tree rules. It predicts the class
based on the BG value, while this research aims to find patterns to evaluate glucose control actions.
The action (administering/adjusting the insulin infusion rate) is not included and therefore no glucose
control actions can be evaluated based on Model 1 and it is concluded that this model is useless. More
information about the performance measures of this model can be found in Appendix H.

4.1.2 Model 27
The input variables of model 27 are the blood glucose level, insulin infusion rate and percentage past
BG change. The output variable is the percentage future BG change to target with 8 classes. The
training set is the unbalanced dataset of ward E3 with BG values > target, times until future measures
> 1 hour and < 3 hour and consists of 2.296 observations. The testing set is the unbalanced dataset of
ward D3 with BG values > target, times until future measures > 1 hour and < 3 hour and consists of
1.361 observations. First, the optimal MLS to build the final model is found. Figure 21 shows the
average class error per MLS, and the minimum error is reached at a MLS of 116.

F IGURE 21: A VERAGE CLASS ERROR PER MLS
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The final model was built with the MLS restriction of 116 and resulted in a more complex
classification decision tree compared to Model 1. The classification decision tree can be found in
Figure 22 and rules are listed below this tree.

F IGURE 22: CLASSIFICATION DECISION TREE MODEL 27

Rules:
1. If the BG level is < 7,35, the percentage future BG change to target will be ≥ 100.
2. If the BG level is ≥ 7,35 and < 8,15 and the insulin infusion rate is < 0,25, then percentage future
BG change to target will be ≥ 100.
3. If the BG level is ≥ 7,35 and < 8,15 and the insulin infusion rate is ≥ 0,25 and the percentage
past BG change is < −2,54, then the percentage future BG change to target will be ≤ −100.
4. If the BG level is ≥ 7,35 and < 8,15 and the insulin infusion rate is ≥ 0,25 and the percentage
past BG change is ≥ −2,54, then the percentage future BG change to target will be ≥ 100.
5. If the BG level is ≥ 8,15 and < 9,95 and the percentage past BG change < 10,00, then the
percentage future BG change to target will be > −66,67 and ≤ −33,33.
6. If the BG level is ≥ 8,15 and < 9,95, and the percentage past BG change ≥ 10,00 and < 16,34 and
the insulin infusion rate < 1,25, then the percentage future BG change to target will be ≥ 0 and <
33,33.
7. If the BG level is ≥ 8,15 and < 9,95, and the percentage past BG change is ≥ 10,00 and < 16,34
and the insulin infusion rate is ≥ 1,25, then percentage future BG change to target will be >
−33,33 and < 0.
8. If the BG level is ≥ 8,15 and < 9,95, and the percentage past BG change is ≥ 16,34, then the
percentage future BG change to target will be > −33,33 and < 0.
9. If the BG level is ≥ 9,95 and < 15,65 and the insulin infusion rate < 0,75, then the percentage
future BG change to target will be ≥ 0 and < 33,33.
10. If the BG level is ≥ 9,95 and < 12,65 and the insulin infusion rate is ≥ 0,75, then the percentage
future BG change to target will be > −33,33 and < 0.
11. If the BG level is ≥ 12,65 and < 15,65 and the insulin infusion rate ≥ 0,75, then the percentage
future BG change to target will be > −66,67 and ≤ −33,33.
12. If the BG level is ≥ 15,65, then the percentage future BG change to target will be > −33,33 and
< 0.
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Note that the action (the insulin infusion rate) is not always part of the rule, and if the action is not part
of the rule it cannot be evaluated based on its effect. Based on the confusion matrix, the performance
measures of the final model are obtained. The confusion matrix is shown in Table 9.

Actual class

Predicted Class
Class 1

Class 2

Class 3

Class 4

Class 5

Class 6

Class 7

Class 8

Sum

Class 1

17

0

17

30

19

0

0

78

161

Class 2

4

0

13

45

19

0

0

12

93

Class 3

5

0

43

111

41

0

0

25

225

Class 4

7

0

51

180

87

0

0

11

336

Class 5

12

0

34

109

81

0

0

31

267

Class 6

8

0

10

40

22

0

0

30

110

Class 7

2

0

4

11

13

0

0

5

35

Class 8

11

0

5

16

14

0

0

88

134

Sum

66

0

177

542

296

0

0

280

1.361

T ABLE 9: C ONFUSION MATRIX MODEL 17

17+0+43+180+81+0+0+88
) ∗ 100).
1.361

The accuracy of Model 17 is 30 percent ((

If the probability of predicting the correct class due to chance is 12,5 percent (since there are eight
classes), the model would have some predicting power. However, the amount of observations in the
actual classes are not similar, as shown in Table 9. Therefore the probability of predicting the correct
class due to chance (p) is:
66
161
177
225
542
336
296
267
280
𝑝=(
∗
+0+
∗
+
∗
+
∗
+0+0+
1.361 1.361
1.361 1.361 1.361 1.361 1.361 1.361
1.361
134
∗
) ∗ 100 = 19 𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡
1.361
To evaluate the accuracy of the model the kappa statistic is computed. The kappa statistic of Model 27
0,30−0,19
).
1−0,19

is 0,14 (

Therefore, the model has some predictive power, but there is a lot to gain since a

kappa of 1 indicates a perfect model and the closer to 1 the better.
Furthermore, classes 2, 6 and 7 are not predicted, while those classes do exists in the actual data. This
is probably caused because those classes belong to the top three minority classes and not enough data
was provided to predict them. Therefore as well the same model was built with a balanced training set
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(Model 28). However, Model 28 led to worse performance measures compared to Model 27 (shown in
Table 8). Therefore, the amount of classes to be predicted might be too much. The patterns provided
by the classification decision tree do not perform good enough to be used in practice.

4.2 Regression decision trees
In total 24 regression decision trees are built. The first column of Table 10 shows which model is
build, referring to the model numbers of Appendix F. Furthermore, Table 10 shows which training and
testing set is used (referring to the dataset labels of Table 6), the optimal MLS and the accompanying
average RMSE derived from the validation sets, and performance measures of the final model. The
next paragraph discusses which of the 24 models performs best and will be examined in more detail.
Model characteristics
Model
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

Derived from validation set

Training set

Testing set

Optimal MLS

E3.all
E3.all.I
D3.all
D3.all.I
E3.all
E3.all.I
D3.all
D3.all.I
E3.abovetarget
E3.abovetarget.I
D3.abovetarget
D3.abovetarget.I
E3.abovetarget
E3.abovetarget.I
D3.abovetarget
D3.abovetarget.I
E3.abovetarget
E3.abovetarget.I
D3.abovetarget
D3.abovetarget.I
E3.abovetarget
E3.abovetarget.I
D3.abovetarget
D3.abovetarget.I

D3.all
D3.all.I
E3.all
E3.all.I
D3.all
D3.all.I
E3.all
E3.all.I
D3.abovetarget
D3.abovetarget.I
E3.abovetarget
E3.abovetarget.I
D3.abovetarget
D3.abovetarget.I
E3.abovetarget
E3.abovetarget.I
D3.abovetarget
D3.abovetarget.I
E3.abovetarget
E3.abovetarget.I
D3.abovetarget
D3.abovetarget.I
E3.abovetarget
E3.abovetarget.I

42
30
19
2
71
110
21
1
421
117
278
225
427
131
526
227
188
380
704
69
178
353
613
56

Average
RMSE
0,25
0,24
0,33
0,46
0,25
0,24
0,33
0,49
0,19
0,17
0,21
0,18
0,19
0,17
0,21
0,18
330,5
221,9
322,9
211,1
330,2
221,9
322,9
210,7

Performance
measures final model
RMSE
MAE
0,35
0,58
0,27
0,28
0,35
0,60
0,27
0,36
0,21
0,19
0,19
0,17
0,21
0,19
0,19
0,17
326,9
229,6
333,6
233,7
326,6
229,5
334,7
234,3

0,17
0,19
0,17
0,18
0,17
0,19
0,18
0,20
0,15
0,13
0,14
0,12
0,15
0,13
0,14
0,12
144,4
91,6
142,7
99,5
144,9
91,2
144,9
100,5

T ABLE 10: RESULTS MODELS 1 – 24

The best performing regression decision tree
Models 1 – 16 predict the output variable ‘Percentage future BG change’, models 1 – 8 use the
datasets with all BG values and models 9 – 16 the datasets with BG values > target. Furthermore,
models 1-4 and 9-12 use the input variables ‘current BG level’ and ‘insulin infusion rate’. Models 5-8
and 13-16 use the additional input parameter ‘percentage past BG change’. The average RMSE of
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models 9 – 16 is half the size of the average RMSE of models 1 – 8, as shown in Table 11, also the
average MAE is lower in models 9 – 16 compared to the average MAE of models 1 – 8. Therefore, the
best model of models 9 – 16 is further described. Model 12 and 16 have the same and lowest RMSE
and MAE. Those models are the same with the sole difference the input variables, therefore it is
chosen to further describe Model 12 with fewer input variables in 4.2.1.

Model
1–8
9 - 16

Average
RMSE
MAE
0,38
0,18
0,19
0,14

T ABLE 11: AVERAGE PERFORMANCE MEASURES MODEL 1-8 AND 9-16

Models 17 – 24 predict the output variable ‘Percentage future BG change to target’. Models 17-20 use
the input variables ‘current BG level’ and ‘insulin infusion rate’. Models 21-24 use the additional
input parameter ‘percentage past BG change’. Model 22 has the lowest RMSE and MAE and model
18 has similar values for those performance measures. Also here the sole difference are the input
variables, therefore it is determined to further describe Model 18 with fewer variables in 4.2.2.

4.2.1 Model 12
The input variables of model 12 are the blood glucose level and insulin infusion rate, and the output
variable percentage future BG change. The training set is the unbalanced dataset of ward D3 with BG
values > target, times between two consecutive measures > 1 hour and < 3 hours, and consists of 1.361
observations. The testing set is the unbalanced dataset of ward E3 with BG values > target, times
between two consecutive measures > 1 hour and < 3 hours, and consists of 2.296 observations. First,
the optimal MLS to build the final model is found. Figure 23 shows the average RMSE per MLS and
the minimum error is reached at a MLS of 225.

F IGURE 23: A VERAGE RMSE PER MLS

The final model was built with the MLS restriction of 225 and resulted in a simple regression decision
tree shown in Figure 24, with the following five rules (note that in Figure 24 the BG value is denoted
with x1, the insulin infusion rate with x2 and percentages are in range 0 – 1):
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

If BG < 7,85, then percentage future BG change is + 3,04.
If BG ≥ 7,85 and < 9,05, then percentage future BG change is + 0,25.
If BG ≥ 9,05 and < 12,85 and insulin infusion rate < 1,9, then percentage future BG change is −3,91.
If BG ≥ 9,05 and < 12,85 and insulin infusion rate ≥ 1,9, then percentage future BG change is – 6,97.
If BG ≥ 12,85, then percentage future BG change is −12,71.

Note that the insulin infusion rate (the glucose control action) is not always part of the regression
decision tree rules and if this variable is not part of the rule, the glucose control action cannot be
evaluated.

F IGURE 24: R EGRESSION DECISION TREE MODEL 12

The RMSE and MAE are respectively 17 and 12 percent. These performance measures take the
average of all squared or absolute differences between the predicted and actual values. However, more
information is needed to evaluate the error between the predicted and actual values. Figure 25 shows
the scatterplot of the predicted and actual values for percentage future BG change. If the predicted and
actual values are similar, then those values would be located around or on the blue reference line and
the performance of the model would be (almost) perfect. However, the values are located around the
grey line with a small positive slope. Therefore the grey line indicates a systematic error, which is a
type of error that deviates by a fixed amount from the actual value. To get more information about the
errors, as well a histogram is made and shown in Figure 26.
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F IGURE 25: S CATTERPLOT OF PREDICTED AND ACTUAL VALUES FOR PERCENTAGE FUTURE BG CHANGE

The blue bars show the five numeric outputs (-12,71, -6,97, -3,91, 0,25 and 3,04) of the regression tree
rules for percentage future BG change and are quite close to one another. The amount of test data
which actually falls close to these outputs is 53 percent of the data (indicating by the red bars, and
represents the amount of percentage future BG changes in range [−15, 5]). The outer actual values
represent a percentage future BG change of −87 and 111 (not shown in the histogram of Figure 26)
and 47 percent of the remainder actual data are in range [−87, −15) or in range (5, 111]. Those
percentage future BG changes are predicted as one of the five numeric outputs and generate large
errors. Therefore, the model is too simple and the found patterns cannot be used by the health care
providers.

F IGURE 26: HISTOGRAM OF THE PREDICTED AND ACTUAL VALUES FOR PERCENTAGE FUTURE BG CHANGE

4.2.2 Model 18
The input variables of model 18 are the blood glucose level and insulin infusion rate, and the output
variable percentage future BG change to target. The training set is the unbalanced dataset of ward E3
with BG values > target, times between two consecutive measures > 1 hour and < 3 hours, and
consists of 2.296 observations. The testing set is the unbalanced dataset of ward D3 with BG values >
target, times between two consecutive measures > 1 hour and < 3 hours, and consists of 1.361
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observations. First, the optimal MLS to build the final model is found. Figure 27 shows the average
RMSE per MLS and the minimum error is reached at a MLS of 380.

F IGURE 27: A VERAGE RMSE PER MLS

The final model was built with the MLS restriction of 380 and is shown in Figure 28. It consists of
four rules:
1. If the BG level is < 7,75, then the percentage change to target is 42,15.
2. If the BG level is ≥ 7,75 and insulin infusion rate < 0,75, then the percentage change to target is
−4,71.
3. If the BG level is ≥ 7,75 and insulin infusion rate is ≥ 0,75 and < 2,25, then the percentage change to
target is −18,82.
4. If the BG level is ≥ 7,75 and insulin infusion rate is ≥ 2,25, then the percentage change to target is
−26,78.

F IGURE 28: R EGRESSION DECISION TREE MODEL 18

The RSME and MAE are respectively 229,6 and 91,6 percent. Figure 29 shows the scatterplot of the
predicted and actual values for percentage future BG change to target. The values are located around
the grey line with almost no scope, and therefore this model does not have enough discriminative
power.
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F IGURE 29: S CATTERPLOT OF THE PREDICTED AND ACTUAL VALUES FOR PERCENTAGE FUTURE BG CHANGE TO
TARGET

Figure 30 show the histogram of the actual and predicted values. The blue bars show the numeric
values (−26,78, −18,82, −4,71 and 42,15) of the four regression decision rules for percentage future
BG change to target. The amount of test data which actually falls close to these outputs is about 46
percent of the data (indicating by the red bars, and represents the amount of percentage future BG
changes to target in range [−30, 45]). The amount of test data which capture 54 percent of the data are
in range [−1100, −30) or in range (45, 3300], those extreme outer values are not plotted in the
histogram of Figure 30. Note that the extreme outer values come from BG values close to target level
7. For example, a BG level of 7,1 should decrease with 0,1 to decrease with 100 percent to target. If it
decreases with 1,1 mmol/l, the percentage future BG change to target is −1100. If it increases with 3,3
mmol/l, the percentage future BG change is 3300. Possibly these extreme outer values influence the
model performance, resulting in no discriminative power. Deleting those extreme outer values from
the model might improve its performance. For example, only compute the output variable ‘Percentage
future change to target’ for severe hyperglycemic BG levels (> 10 mmol/l).

F IGURE 30: HISTOGRAM OF THE PREDICTED AND ACTUAL VALUES FOR PERCENTAGE FUTURE BG CHANGE TO
TARGET
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4.3 Fuzzy inference systems
Table 12 shows the results of the fuzzy inference systems. The same models were built as the ones
with regression decision tree learning. Table 12 shows which training and testing set is used (referring
to the dataset labels of Table 6), the optimal amount of clusters and the average RMSE based on the
validation sets, and performance measures of the final model. Some changes had to be made to build
the FIS with the additional input parameter Past percentage BG change. Those are explained in
Appendix I.
Model characteristics

Derived from validation set

Model

Training set

Testing set

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

E3.all
E3.all.I
D3.all
D3.all.I
E3.all
E3.all.I
D3.all
D3.all.I
E3.abovetarget
E3.abovetarget.I
D3.abovetarget
D3.abovetarget.I
E3.abovetarget
E3.abovetarget.I
D3.abovetarget
D3.abovetarget.I
E3.abovetarget
E3.abovetarget.I
D3.abovetarget
D3.abovetarget.I
E3.abovetarget
E3.abovetarget.I
D3.abovetarget
D3.abovetarget.I

D3.all
D3.all.I
E3.all
E3.all.I
D3.all
D3.all.I
E3.all
E3.all.I
D3.abovetarget
D3.abovetarget.I
E3.abovetarget
E3.abovetarget.I
D3.abovetarget
D3.abovetarget.I
E3.abovetarget
E3.abovetarget.I
D3.abovetarget
D3.abovetarget.I
E3.abovetarget
E3.abovetarget.I
D3.abovetarget
D3.abovetarget.I
E3.abovetarget
E3.abovetarget.I

Optimal number
of clusters
10
9
10
10
9
5
9
8
9
6
10
4
10
7
5
4
2
2
2
9
2
3
2
2

Average
RMSE
0,25
0,24
0,33
0,48
0,25
0,24
0,33
0,49
0,19
0,17
0,21
0,18
0,19
0,17
0,21
0,18
331,5
223,06
323,0
210,6
332,0
223,5
322,5
215,9

Performance
measures final model
RMSE
MAE
0,35
0,56
0,26
0,28
0,35
0,60
0,29
0,31
0,21
0,19
0,19
0,17
0,21
0,19
0,19
0,17
324,7
230,0
333,3
240,7
324,7
237,4
333,9
232,7

0,17
0,18
0,17
0,17
0,17
0,19
0,17
0,17
0,15
0,13
0,14
0,12
0,15
0,13
0,14
0,12
144,9
91,9
142,6
102,9
145,6
101,2
143,8
100,6

T ABLE 12: RESULTS FIS 1-24

The outcomes of the performance measures are similar to ones of the regression decision trees, and for
the same reasons Model 12 and 18 appear the most optimal ones. Those models will be discussed in
the sections 4.3.1 and 4.3.2 respectively.

4.3.1 Model 12
The input variables of Model 12 are the blood glucose level and insulin infusion rate, and the output
variable percentage future BG change. The training set is the unbalanced dataset of ward D3 with BG
values > target, times between two consecutive measures > 1 hour and < 3 hours, and consists of 1.361
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observations. The testing set is the unbalanced dataset of ward E3 with BG values > target, times
between two consecutive measures > 1 hour and < 3 hours, and consists of 2.296 observations. First,
the optimal amount of clusters to build the final system is found. Figure 31 shows the average RMSE
per cluster size and the minimum average RMSE is reached if the amount of clusters equals 4.

F IGURE 31: A VERAGE RMSE PER CLUSTER

The degrees of memberships to clusters 1-4 of the input variables blood glucose and insulin infusion
rate are shown in Figure 32.

F IGURE 32: M EMBERSHIP FUNCTIONS INPUT VARIABLES

The consequences of the rules for each cluster are as follows:
Cluster 1: 𝑃𝑒𝑟𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑎𝑔𝑒 𝑓𝑢𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒 𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑒 = −3,58 ∗ 𝐵𝑙𝑜𝑜𝑑𝑔𝑙𝑢𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑒 − 0,73 ∗ 𝐼𝑛𝑠𝑢𝑙𝑖𝑛 + 30,96
Cluster 2: 𝑃𝑒𝑟𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑎𝑔𝑒 𝑓𝑢𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒 𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑒 = −1,65 ∗ 𝐵𝑙𝑜𝑜𝑑𝑔𝑙𝑢𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑒 + 0,46 ∗ 𝐼𝑛𝑠𝑢𝑙𝑖𝑛 + 7,90
Cluster 3: 𝑃𝑒𝑟𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑎𝑔𝑒 𝑓𝑢𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒 𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑒 = −3,29 ∗ 𝐵𝑙𝑜𝑜𝑑𝑔𝑙𝑢𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑒 − 2,04 ∗ 𝐼𝑛𝑠𝑢𝑙𝑖𝑛 + 41,62
Cluster 4: 𝑃𝑒𝑟𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑎𝑔𝑒 𝑓𝑢𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒 𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑒 = −0,99 ∗ 𝐵𝑙𝑜𝑜𝑑𝑔𝑙𝑢𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑒 − 0,16 ∗ 𝐼𝑛𝑠𝑢𝑙𝑖𝑛 + 6,02
Depending on the degree of membership of the input variables to each cluster, the percentage future
BG change is calculated. If there is a BG level and insulin infusion rate which are both fully member
to the same cluster, e.g. to cluster 1, then the percentage future BG change is computed according to
above rule-consequence of cluster 1. However, often the input variables are partly member to multiple
clusters. In this case the percentage future BG change is the weighted average of the individual rule
outputs.
The RMSE and the MAE are identical to the regression tree and are respectively 17 and 12 percent.
Figure 33 shows the scatterplot of the predicted values for percentage future BG change and the actual
values. The values are located around the grey line, which indicates a systematic error.
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F IGURE 33: SCATTERPLOT OF THE PREDICTED VALUES AND ACTUAL VALUES FOR PERCENTAGE FUTURE BG CHANGE

A histogram is made to examine the predicted and actual values in more detail, the histogram is shown
in Figure 34. The blue bars show the frequencies of predicted outputs for percentage future BG change
and the red bars the frequencies of actual percentages of future BG change. The majority of the
predictions are in range [−20, 6], while about half of the actual percentages are in range [−87, −20) or
in range (6, 111]. The predictions of the FIS show more variation compared to the regression decision
trees. However, the model is still too simple and the found patterns cannot be used by the healthcare
providers.

F IGURE 34: HISTOGRAM OF THE PREDICTED AND ACTUAL VALUES FOR PERCENTAGE FUTURE BG CHANGE

4.3.2 Model 18
The input variables of model 18 are the blood glucose level and insulin infusion rate, and the output
variable percentage future BG change to target. The training set is the unbalanced dataset of ward E3
with BG values > target, times between two consecutive measures > 1 hour and < 3 hours, and
consists of 2.296 observations. The testing set is the unbalanced dataset of ward D3 with BG values >
target, times between two consecutive measures > 1 hour and < 3 hours, and consists of 1.361
observations. First, the optimal amount of clusters to build the final system is found. Figure 35 shows
the average RMSE per cluster size and the minimum average RMSE is reached if the amount of
clusters equals 2.
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F IGURE 35: A VERAGE RMSE PER CLUSTER

The degrees of memberships to clusters 1 and 2 of the input variables blood glucose and insulin
infusion rate are shown Figure 36. Those membership functions are not interpretable yet, this will be
manually improved if it turns out that the patterns have high performance.

F IGURE 36: M EMBERSHIP FUNCTIONS INPUT VARIABLES

The consequences of the rules for each cluster are as follows:
Cluster 1:
𝑃𝑒𝑟𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑎𝑔𝑒 𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑒 𝑡𝑜 𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑡 = −189,9037 ∗ 𝐵𝑙𝑜𝑜𝑑 𝑔𝑙𝑢𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑒 − 87,7715 ∗ 𝑖𝑛𝑠𝑢𝑙𝑖𝑛 + 1609
Cluster 2:
𝑃𝑒𝑟𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑎𝑔𝑒 𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑒 𝑡𝑜 𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑡 = −2,6893 ∗ 𝐵𝑙𝑜𝑜𝑑 𝑔𝑙𝑢𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑒 − 2,7126 ∗ 𝑖𝑛𝑠𝑢𝑙𝑖𝑛 + 26,7357
The RMSE and the MAE are respectively 230,0 and 91,9 percent. Figure 37 shows the scatterplot of
the predicted values and actual values for percentage future BG change to target. The values are
located around the grey line which again indicates that the model does not has enough discriminative
power.
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F IGURE 37: SCATTERPLOT OF THE PREDICTED VALUES AND ACTUAL VALUES FOR PERCENTAGE FUTURE BG CHANGE
TO TARGET

Figure 38 shows the histogram of the actual and predicted values. Compared to Figure 30 the
predictions are distributed over a broader range. However, it did not lead to better performance when
comparing the RMSE and MAE to the regression decision tree. Since there is not enough
discriminative power the model cannot be used in practice.

F IGURE 38: HISTOGRAM OF THE PREDICTED AND ACTUAL VALUES FOR PERCENTAGE FUTURE BG CHANGE TO
TARGET

4.4 Summary of best models
A summarization of the performance of the best models is shown in Table 13 and Table 14, and the
characteristics of the training and testing set in Table 15. The majority of the best models used the
dataset of BG values above target and time at which the future change was measured was in range 1
till 3 hours. However, none of the models perform good enough to be used in practice. One of the most
interesting findings is that the input variable ‘past percentage BG change’ did not lead to greatly
improved performing models compared to models without this input variable. While this was expected
since this variable provides valuable information about how the patient is expected to react on the
insulin therapy in the future. In the following chapter this is discussed in more detail.
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Model

Technique

Model 1
Model 27

Classification decision tree
Classification decision tree

Class
error
0,30
0,70

Accuracy
0,70
0,30

Macro
precision
0,55
0,18

Macro
recall
0,70
0,22

Macro
F1
0,51
0,19

Kappa
0,13
0,14

T ABLE 13: PERFORMANCE MEASURES CLASSIFICATION DECISION TREES

Model

Technique

Model 12
Model 12
Model 18
Model 18

Regression decision tree
FIS
Regression decision tree
FIS

RMSE

MAE

0,17
0,17
229,6
230,0

0,12
0,12
91,6
91,9

T ABLE 14: P ERFORMANCE MEASURES REGRESSION DECISION TREES AND FIS

Model
1
1
27
27
12
12
18
18

Training or
Testing set
Training set
Testing set
Training set
Testing set
Training set
Testing set
Training set
Testing set

Ward

Dataset

(Un)Balanced

E3
D3
E3
D3
D3
E3
E3
D3

All BG values
All BG values
BG > Target
BG > Target
BG > Target
BG > Target
BG > Target
BG > Target

Balanced
Unbalanced
Unbalanced
Unbalanced
Unbalanced
Unbalanced
Unbalanced
Unbalanced

Type of
prediction
Classification
Classification
Classification
Classification
Numeric
Numeric
Numeric
Numeric

TUFM

#Cases

>1h
>1h
>1h, <3h
>1h, <3h
>1h, <3h
>1h, <3h
>1h, <3h
>1h, <3h

1.568
12.382
2.296
1.361
1.361
2.296
2.296
1.361

T ABLE 15: C HARACTERISTICS TRAINING AND TEST SET OF EACH MODEL
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Discussion
Despite the diversity of models that are built, no high performing models were obtained. In
consultation with all supervisors the assumptions and limitations of this research are evaluated and
possible causes of the low performing models were determined and are as follows: the timing and
frequency of BG measurements, the impact of other BG influencers on the performance of the model
(as nutrition, medication and patient specific information), the constructed variables used for
modelling and the data quality. This will be broadly explained in the next paragraphs.

5.1 The timing and frequency of BG measurements
The models are built with three input variables: the BG level, the insulin infusion rate and the past
percentage BG change. However, the past percentage BG change did not lead to improved models
compared to models without this variable, while this was expected. This might be caused by the timing
and frequency of BG measurements. Currently, the BG levels are monitored infrequently, leading to
variable times between measurements. The longer the times between BG measurements, the more
difficult it becomes to assume how the BG changed in between those measurements and to evaluate
the effect of the glucose control action. Therefore, by use of a patient example, the times between BG
measurements are further examined and whether the BG change in between those measurements can
be derived with high confidentiality from the current provided information: resulting in the BG lapse
over time.

5.1.1 Patient case
A random patient was chosen from the dataset who was hospitalized from the 20th of August 2015
until the 14th of September 2015. In total 83 blood glucose measurements were performed. Figure 39
shows the times of the first 20 blood glucose measurements from the first five days of hospitalization.
The average time between those measurements is 7,2 hours. However, the times between BG
measurements were not uniformly distributed and depended on the judgment / workload of the
respective IC nurse(s). The standard deviation, which is a measure showing the spread around the
average, is 3,8 hours.

F IGURE 39: B LOOD GLUCOSE MEASUREMENT TIMES

All blood glucose measurements resulted in a blood glucose value in mmol/l. Figure 40 shows the
blood glucose level over time. The target range (4,5 – 7,0 mmol/l) is denoted with the grey horizontal
lines. Figure 40 shows that the majority of the blood glucose measurement values fell above target.
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However, since the time between measurements is large and not uniformly distributed, it is hard to
assume how the BG value changed in between the measurements. Perhaps more BG values would
have fallen in or below target if the time between measurements was smaller, and the longer the time
between two blood glucose measurements the greater the chance other factors which influence the BG
level change (for example: the nutritional status or the patient state). Therefore, the times between the
BG measurements might be one of the main reasons the models do not work. This is explained using a
hypothetical example.

F IGURE 40: B LOOD GLUCOSE LEVEL OVER TIME

The hypothetical example is shown in Figure 41. The only data that is available are the blood glucose
level at 12:00h and the blood glucose level 5 hours later at time 17:00h. At 12:00h the insulin infusion
rate is set to a couple of units (for example 2) per hour and is not adjusted until 17:00h. Based on those
two data points, the past BG change (denoted by the blue line) would be −3 mmol/l (= 8 − 11) and
the percentage past BG change −27,3 percent (= (8 − 11)/11 ∗ 100). However, the red dots show the
hypothetical BG lapse if the BG was measured every half hour. It shows a BG decrease to target and
after some time the BG increases due to other factors (as nutrition and medication) than the insulin
infusion rate (since this rate is not adjusted until 17:00h). Based on this additional information, the
nurse cannot expect the BG will keep on decreasing with the same rate (−27,3 percent) in the coming
couple of hours. Information about the direction and relative size of the past (percentage) BG change
after 5 hours is therefore useless. This might be the reason why this input parameter does not improve
the models as much as expected.

F IGURE 41: HYPOTHETICAL EXAMPLE BG LAPSE
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5.2 Other BG influencers
Another reason why the past percentage BG change did not lead to improved models compared to
models without this variable, are the impact of other BG influencers on the model. The blood glucose
level over time in Figure 40 shows a couple of turning points (i.e. the BG decrease turn into an
increase or vice versa). Those turning points in the BG lapse over time are expected to be due to
changes in one or more of the BG influencers. If the number of turning points increases, the number of
cases in which the past BG change provides information about the expected future BG change
diminishes. For example, the past BG change shows a decrease in BG level, while the future BG
change shows an increase in BG level due to an adjustment in nutrition. Therefore, if important
influencers of the BG level as nutrition, medication, insulin sensitivity and patient illness are
frequently changing over time, these should be included as variables in the model as well.
It is expected that the impact of the frequency of BG measurements and the other BG influencers are
the most important causes of the low performance of the models. However, also the constructed
variables used in modelling and the data quality might have contributed to the lack of good results.
These are discussed in the next paragraphs.

5.3 Constructed variables
The low-performing models might be due because of the following constructed input and output
variables: the past percentage BG change, the future percentage BG change and the future percentage
BG change to target. Those variables are constructed from the past or future BG change in mmol/l
(which shows the direction and size of the past or future BG change). It was expected that the past and
future percentage BG change would lead to better performing models because those variables show
the direction and relative size of the BG change, providing additional information about the size of the
BG change. To be sure that the low-performance of the models were not due because of the
constructed input and output variables, as well a FIS was built in which the input variables were the
current BG level, the insulin infusion rate and the past BG change in mmol/l, the output variable was
the future BG change in mmol/l. The built model still shows a systematic error, although the slope of
the error seems a bit more positive compared to the FIS model 12 discussed in the result section. This
is shown in Figure 42. Therefore, the constructed input and output variables might have contributed to
the low performance of the model. More information about the characteristics and performance of the
new FIS can be found in Appendix J.

F IGURE 42: S CATTERPLOT OF THE PREDICTED AND ACTUAL VALUES FOR FUTURE BG CHANGE IN MMOL / L ( LEFT )
AND FOR THE PERCENTAGE FUTURE BG CHANGE (FIS M ODEL 12 ON THE RIGHT )
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Furthermore, the best regression decision tree and FIS with output variable Percentage future BG
change to target led to models with not enough discriminative power. The predictions for this variable
of the regression tree are in range [−30, 45] and the predictions of the FIS in range [−80, 75]. While
the actual data of percentage future change to target is distributed in range [−3300, 1100]. As
explained in the result section, those extreme outer actual values result from BG values close to target
level 7 and might cause the low discriminative power of the model. Deleting those extreme outer
values from the model might improve its performance, e.g., only compute this output variable for
moderate or severe hyperglycemic BG levels (respectively a BG > 8 mmol/l or > 10 mmol/l).

5.4 Data quality
An additional reason why the models might not perform well are the made assumptions to retrieve the
glucose control actions from the provided hospital data. Glucose control is about two activities:
measuring the BG level and subsequently administering or adjusting the glucose control medication
(which can be insulin via infusion and/or bolus or a glucose bolus). Information about these activities
is stored separately in the patient data management system and was provided in separate files.
Basically, the glucose control actions were retrieved based on the closest medication administration
date and time to the BG measurement date and time. To be able to retrieve the glucose control actions,
the ‘correct’ medication administration time had to be chosen from the registered entry-time and realtime. The nurse registered the medication administration time by choosing an entry time from a time
window, which is mostly rounded to the nearest quarter, half an hour or hour. The patient data
management system registers the actual time the nurse registers the medication administration time in
the system. An assumption was made which of those registered times would be closest to the actual
medication administration time. Furthermore, information about the administration of insulin and
glucose boluses was missing and sometimes incorrect values for the insulin infusion rate were
detected.
In short, the medication administration time used in this research might deviate from the actual
medication administration time. In addition, the retrieved glucose control actions might deviate from
the actual glucose control actions, as well as their timing. This impacts the reliability of this research
and might lead to false conclusions. However, the retrieved glucose control actions of a randomly
chosen patient were inspected and show an overall good fit between the BG measurement times and
the accompanying insulin infusion times (for more information: see Appendix D).
Furthermore, for convenience this research assumed that there are no significant differences between
the outcome of the BG value in mmol/l of the arterial measurements and POC measurements.
However, according to Peterson et al (2008) the use of a POC measurement could lead to a high bias
and significantly impact clinical care. Therefore, the use of POC measurements in this research might
have led to BG levels which deviate from the actual BG levels. This impacts the reliability of this
research and might lead to false conclusions as well. Peterson et al (2008) do not recommend the
routine use of capillary blood sampling for monitoring glucose levels in the medical ICU setting,
glucose meters using arterial / venous whole blood may be utilized in the medical ICU. In this research
the majority of the BG measurements were performed by taking a blood sample from the arterial
catheter and sending it to laboratory.
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Conclusion
The goal of this research was to evaluate the short-term effect of glucose control actions, irrespective
of whether those glucose control actions are adhered to protocol recommendations or not. More
specifically, the goal was to find and evaluate the short-term effect of patterns in glucose control of
critically ill patients.
No high performing models were obtained, therefore evaluating the patterns in glucose control of
critically ill patients based on their short-term effect does not provide reliable information, so the
patterns cannot be used in practice. One of the reasons no high performing models were obtained are
the times between the BG measurements, providing not enough information to indicate the actual BG
lapse. To partially overcome this limitation, the dataset was reduced to glucose control actions with
future times until next measurement of 1-3 hours. However, the prior measurement time was not per se
within this time range, which made it complex to indicate the past BG lapse. Therefore, the past
(percentage) BG changes which provided information about how the patient responded to the insulin
therapy were not per se associated with the expected future (percentage) BG changes. Another reason
why no high performing models were obtained is the impact of other BG influencers on the model. For
example, if the nutrition is adjusted frequently, it is expected that the BG lapse over time changes
more frequently as well.

6.1 Future research
It is expected high performing models can be found in future research if the BG is monitored and
controlled more frequently at constant time intervals each day, and data of other BG influencers as
nutrition, medication and the insulin sensitivity of the patient are available. This information should be
adequate to indicate and explain the BG lapse of the critically ill patient over time, leading to accurate
patterns in glucose control. However, a couple of questions arise:



What is the optimal frequency to monitor and control the BG level of critically ill patients?
And if an optimal frequency can be found, is it feasible in practice or are there other methods
which might be more suitable for optimal BG control and monitoring of critically ill patients?

A theorem to discover the optimal frequency to monitor and control the BG level is the Nyquist –
Shannon theorem, this theorem is explained in more detail in the next paragraph.

6.1.1 Discover optimal frequency to monitor and control the BG level
The Nyquist – Shannon sampling theorem establishes a sufficient condition for a sample rate that
permits a discrete sequence of samples to capture all the information from a continuous-time signal of
finite bandwidth. The theorem is as follows (Shannon, 1949):
If a function f(t) contains no frequencies higher than W cycles per second (cps), it is completely
determined by giving its ordinates at a series of points spaced 1/(2W) seconds apart.
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The intuitive justification is that, if f(t) contains no frequencies higher than W, it cannot change to a
substantially new value in a time less than one-half cycle of the highest frequency (Shannon, 1949).
For example, if the highest frequency of some function is 2 cycles per second, its function can be
completely determined with a series of points spaced 1/(2 ∗ 2) = 0,25 seconds apart. The sampling
rate is 4 per second. This theorem can be applied to determine the optimal frequency of BG
measurements, which depends on the fluctuations in the BG change. The optimal frequency can be
determined by continuously monitoring the BG level for some period of time and deriving the highest
frequency from the BG lapse over time. Depending on the highest frequency, the optimal sample rate
can be determined. However, two problems arise. The first problem is the expectation that each patient
responds differently on the glucose control action (resulting in different fluctuations in the BG change)
and therefore the optimal sample rate for one patient does not have to be the same for another patient.
Furthermore, if it seems that the optimal sample rate is every 15 minutes, it is questionable if this is
practically feasible. This depends on the workload in the ICU, but it can also be too burdensome for
the patient.

6.1.2 Other techniques to determine optimal glucose control actions
In this research two data-mining techniques are applied to explore optimal glucose control actions.
Another technique to optimal control the BG of the critically ill patient is to use fully automated
(nonlinear) model predictive control (MPC). This algorithm enables the prediction of the glucose
excursion (= change in blood sugar) by a dose optimizer. The dose optimizer proposes future insulin
infusion rates and tunes the rates until the predicted glucose excursion fits into a desired glucose
excursion. The desired excursion is a slow normalization in case of hyperglycemia, a fast recovery in
case of hypoglycemia, or maintenance of normoglycemia (= a BG value in target). This algorithm has
the ability to anticipate future events. This algorithm seems promising when compared to glucose
control via routine glucose control protocols (Plank et al, 2006). The glucose concentration, insulin
dosage and carbohydrate intake are the input variables for the MPC. The input for glucose
concentration is required every 60 minutes and the insulin infusion rate is adjusted hourly, as
suggested by the algorithm. Therefore, it might not be needed to measure the BG according to some
optimal frequency if the BG change can be predicted for a particular time interval. Furthermore, this
algorithm only uses the additional input variable: carbohydrate intake, indicating that this input
variable might improve the error of the models of this thesis.
Other techniques to determine optimal glucose control actions are the use of classical algorithms.
Those algorithms use feedback control to maintain normoglycemia. Instead of preventing hypo- and
hyperglycemia, classical algorithms respond to it. Therefore, those algorithms cannot predict the
future BG change and are in need of BG inputs at some optimal frequency and timing. A commonly
used control algorithm in industrial control systems is the Proportional-Integral-Derivative (PID)
controller. The basic idea is that it generates an error if the set-point (the desired value) deviates from
the measured system output. The system compares the actual output with the desired output. To
overcome this error, a control action is performed and its effect can be measured using a sensor after
some time. The block diagram of a negative feedback control system is shown in Figure 43.
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F IGURE 43: B LOCK DIAGRAM OF A NEGATIVE FEEDBACK CONTROL SYSTEM

The control action depends on the control algorithm. The PID algorithm allows three types of
responses: the proportional response depends on the magnitude of the error, the integral response
depends on the error over time and the derivative response depends on the slope of the error over time:
the rate-of-change of the system output. One or multiple terms of this control algorithm are also used
in research regarding blood glucose control of critically ill patients (e.g. in Chee et al, 2003 and
Bequette, 2007). The goal of those papers is to compute the optimal insulin infusion rate (which is the
control action). Doran et al (2004) designed a heavy-derivative insulin infusion controller to
implement tight glucose control via a fully automated insulin infusion system. However, this system
requires a model of the glucose regulatory system that accounts for the relationship between the
infusion of exogenous insulin and the measured blood glucose level. Those models consists of
variables as: the rate of change of insulin concentration with respect to time, the delay in interstitial
transfer of insulin, the concentration of the plasma insulin above basal level, the basal level for plasma
insulin concentration, the assumed insulin distribution volume, et cetera. Therefore, this approach
would be applied by biomedical engineers and is an interesting field of research as well.
Due to the feedback mechanisms, control systems can also be applied as a learning system that adopts
the optimal glucose control action to the specific patient. In future research this can be further
examined.

6.1.3 Evaluate series of glucose control actions
If good performing patterns can be found, those patterns can be evaluated based on their short-term
consequences. For example, a glucose control action leading to a BG in target range or a glucose
control action leading to a severe hyperglycemic event are examples of a positive and negative shortterm patient outcome. Furthermore, since the BG of the patient is monitored and controlled over a
broad time interval, series of glucose control actions can be evaluated. Meaning the long-term
consequences of short-term actions are discovered. Examples of long-term patient consequences are
morbidity and mortality. According to literature research hypo- and hyperglycemic events are
associated with increased morbidity and mortality.

6.2 Recommendations for hospital
Currently, the BG is measured too infrequently. Therefore the past (percentage) BG change does not
(per se) provide information about the expected BG change in the near future. Deciding to adjust the
insulin infusion rate based on the past (percentage) BG change is not appropriate if the time between
measurements become too long. It is recommended to monitor and control the BG of the critically ill
patient more frequently at (more or less) constant time intervals each day. According to the modified
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Yale protocol (received from De Block et al, 2015), the BG should be monitored hourly until a stable
BG level is reached, then the BG checks can be spaced up to four hours (stable was defined as three
consecutive BG levels within target range). If some important BG influencers are adjusted frequently
(e.g. the insulin infusion rate), the BG should be monitored every 1-2 hours again. The Leuven
protocol advices to measure every 1-2 hours as well, until the glucose is approaching normal range or
is in normal range (then every 4 hour). Therefore it is recommended to keep to these advices if the
current nursing workload allows and if it is not too burdensome for the patient.
Furthermore, assumptions had to be made to retrieve the glucose control actions, and data regarding
the administration of insulin and glucose boluses were missing. Therefore, to improve the reliability of
future research, it is advised to save all data (the BG measurement time, BG outcome in mmol/l, the
insulin infusion rate, insulin bolus, glucose bolus, nutritional rate and the administration of other types
of medication) immediately after the action by use of real-time logging.
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Appendix A: Possible short-term effects of GC actions
Glucose control action leads to negative short-term patient outcome (insufficient action):








Moderate/ severe hypoglycemia
Moderate/ severe hyperglycemia
BG out-of-target range
Increase of BG, while decrease is desired (BG is above desired target range and increases).
Decrease of BG, while increase is desired (BG is below desired target range and decreases).
Too small increase/decrease of BG
Too large increase/decrease of BG

Glucose control action leads to positive short-term patient outcome (sufficient action):





BG in target range
Desired BG increase
Desired BG decrease
Conservation of BG in target range
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Appendix B: Different glucose control protocols
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B.2 Modified Yale Insulin Infusion Protocol
Initiating insulin infusion
 Determine initial BG (mg/dL)
 Initial dose of insulin in intravenous bolus, rounded to the nearest 0.5 U: insulin (U) = current
BG (mg/dL)/100
 Start insulin infusion at, rounded to the nearest 0.5 U:
insulin (U/h) = current BG (mg/dL)/100
BG monitoring
 Start monitoring BG every hour.
 BG target is 80–120 mg/dL.
 If BG is within range for a period of 4 h, then monitor BG every 2 h.
 If BG remains within the next period of 4 h, then monitor BG every 4 h.
 If frequent adjustments of insulin infusion rate are necessary, then keep monitoring BG every
2 h.
 Keep monitoring BG every hour if patient receives glucocorticoids or somatostatin.
Instructions for change of insulin infusion rate
 Step 1: determine BG as mentioned above
 Step 2: determine change in BG
 Step 3: adjust insulin infusion rate according to instructions as mentioned in Tables A1 and
A2
o Increase/reduce by 2∆ when starting/stopping total parenteral nutrition or enteral
feeding, or peritoneal dialysis.
o If BG 40–60 mg/dL, then administer 5 g of glucose intravenously.
o If BG <40 mg/dL, then administer 10 g of glucose intravenously.
Table B2.1. Steps 1–3 for the modified Yale Insulin Infusion Protocol

<80
Step 2: Change from
prior BG (mg/dL)
↑>50
↑26–50
↑1–25
0
↓1–25
↓26–50
↓51–75
↓76–100
↓>100

Step 1: blood glucose (mg/dL)
80–120
121–200
Step 3: instructions for change in insulin infusion rate

No change
No change
No change
↓ by ∆
30 min stop, ↓ by 2∆
30 min stop, ↓ by 2∆
30 min stop, ↓ by 2∆
30 min stop, ↓ by 2∆
Consult physician

↑ by ∆
↑ by ∆
No change
No change
No change
↓ by ∆
30 min stop, ↓ by 2∆
30 min stop, ↓ by 2∆
Consult physician

↑ by 2∆
↑ by ∆
↑ by ∆
No change
No change
No change
↓ by ∆
30 min stop, ↓ by 2∆
Consult physician

>200

↑ by 2∆
↑ by 2∆
↑ by 2∆
↑ by ∆
No change
No change
No change
↓ by ∆
30 min stop, ↓ by 2∆
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Table B2.2. Rate changes for the modified Yale Insulin Infusion Protocol
Current rate
Rate change = ∆
Rate change = 2∆
(U/h)
(U/h)
(U/h)
<3
0.5
1
3–6
1
2
6.5–9.5
1.5
3
10–14.5
2
4
15–19.5
3
6
20–24.5
4
8
≥25
5
10
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B.3 Overview of Leuven guidelines
Test
Measure glucose on entry to ICU

Result
Glucose > 200 mg/dL
Glucose 110–200 mg/dL
Glucose < 110 mg/dL

Measure glucose every 1–2h until

Glucose > 141 mg/dL
Glucose 97–141 mg/dL
Glucose approaching normal range
Glucose approaching normal range
Glucose normal
Glucose falling steeply

Measure glucose every 4 h

Glucose 59–79 mg/dL
Glucose 40–59 mg/dL

Glucose < 40 mg/dL

Action
Start insulin 2–4 IU/h
Start insulin 1–2 IU/h
Do not start insulin but continue
glucose monitoring every 4 h
Increase insulin dose by 1–2 IU/h
Increase insulin dose by 0.5–1 IU/h
Adjust insulin dose by 0.1–0.5 IU/h
Adjust insulin dose by 0.1–0.5 IU/h
Insulin dose unchanged
Reduce insulin dose by half and check
more frequently
Reduce insulin dose and check glucose
within 1 h
Stop insulin infusion, assure adequate
baseline glucose intake, and check
glucose within 1 h
Stop insulin infusion, assure adequate
baseline glucose intake, administer
glucose per 10 g IV boluses, and check
glucose within 1 h
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B.4 Case study protocol
Glucose control protocol MUMC+
Richtlijn voor intraveneuze toediening van kortwerkende insuline op de ICU.
Patiëntenpopulatie:
Elke IC patiënt tot orale voeding mogelijk is.
Regulatie van bloedglucose:
Streefwaarden bloedglucose tussen 4,5 tot 7,0 mmol/l.

Opstartschema
Bloedglucose
(mmol/l)
< 7,0
7,0 – 8,0
8,0 – 10
10 – 15
15 – 20
> 20

Perfusor Novorapid
(50E/50ml NaCl 0.9%)
1 E/u
2 E/u
4 E/u
6 E/u
6 E/u

Bolus

4 E Novorapid
6 E Novorapid
8 E Novorapid

Bloedglucose < 30% gedaald, óf bloedglucose gestegen
Bloedglucose
(mmol/l)
< 3,5
3,5 – 4,5
4,5 tot 7,0
7,0 – 8,0
8,0 – 9,0
9,0 – 10
10 – 15
> 15

Perfusor Novorapid
(50E/50ml NaCl 0.9%)
Stoppen
- 1.0 E/u
Ongewijzigd
+ 0.5 E/u
+ 1.0 E/u
+ 1.5 E/u
+ 2.0 E/u
+ 3.0 E/u

Actie
Handel conform hypobeleid
Na 30 min glucose controle

2 E Novorapid iv als bolus
4 E Novorapid iv als bolus

Bloedglucose > 30% gedaald
Bloedglucose
(mmol/l)
< 3,5
3,5 – 4,5

4,5 tot 7
7 – 10
> 10

Perfusor Novorapid
(50E/50ml NaCl 0.9%)
Stoppen
Stoppen,
indien waarde > 5 mmol/l is
herstarten met de helft van de
laatste dosering
Halveren
-1 E/u
Ongewijzigd

Actie
Handel conform hypobeleid
Om de 15 minuten glucose
controle tot glucose > 5 mmol/l
is
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Hypobeleid
Bloedglucose
(mmol/l)
< 3,5

Perfusor Novorapid
(50E/50ml NaCl 0.9%)
Stoppen

Indien > 4,5

Herstarten -1 E/u

Blijft glucose < 4,5

Perfusor gestopt laten

Na 2e dosis glucose 50%,
indien > 4,5

Herstarten -2 E/u

Na 2e dosis glucose 50%,
nog steeds < 4,5

Perfusor gestopt laten

Actie
50 ml glucose 50% in 10
minuten en glucose controle na
toediening
Glucose controle na 30 minuten
en handel conform
vervolgbeleid
30 ml glucose 50% in 10
minuten en glucose controle na
toediening
Glucose controle na 30 minuten
en handel conform
vervolgbeleid
50 ml glucose 50% in 10
minuten en overleggen met arts
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Appendix C: Performing BG measurements
There are two types of blood glucose measurements: arterial and point-of-care. In case of an arterial
measurement, a blood sample is taken from the arterial catheter and send to the laboratory in the
hospital together with a form that indicates the required tests (among which the blood glucose
measurement). The laboratory confirms the receipt of the sample and starts performing the required
tests: the status in ICCA is changed to ‘Lab volgt’. Once those tests are completed, the results are
entered in the ICCA system. The arterial measurement does not generate an immediate result of the
blood glucose, this depends on the current workload of the laboratory and this process takes on
average 21 minutes for wards D3 and E3. In some cases it is possible that this process takes a couple
of hours (due to a high workload in the laboratory). In this case it is assumed the nurse does not act on
the result of the measurement, since the blood glucose value could have already changed. The nurse
can decide to use point-of-care measurement if a quick, up to date result of the BG seems necessary or
decide to send a new blood sample to the laboratory.

Take arterial
blood sample

Send blood
sample to lab

Blood sample
status:
'Lab volgt'

Analysis of
blood sample
by lab

Results of
measurement
in ICCA

F IGURE 44: PROCESS ARTERIAL BLOOD GLUCOSE MEASUREMENT

As said, in some cases an immediate result of the blood glucose level is needed, for example, if the
nurse expects a severe hypo- or hyperglycemic event. For those type of events, quick responses are
necessary and point-of-care testing (also called bedside testing) is used. This type of testing is
accomplished through the use of a portable handheld instrument and consists of a couple of steps
shown in Figure 45. Once the handheld is put back in docking, the results of the measurement become
visible in the ICCA system (and are later verified by the laboratory). It is assumed that the time
between finalizing the point-of-care measurement and putting it back in docking station is negligible.
Point-of-care measurements during surgical operations are excluded from the data set.

Scan barcode
of patient

Collect blood
sample on test
strip

Analyze test
strip with
POC system

Put handheld
back in
docking

Results of
measurement
in ICCA

F IGURE 45: PROCESS POINT - OF- CARE BLOOD GLUCOSE MEASUREMENT

The results of the measurements are shown in mmol/l. As shown in Table 16, most of the
measurements are done via the arterial catheter.

D3
E3

Number of Arterial
measurements
12.480 (93,7%)
11.132 (78,0%)

Number of POC
measurements
843 (6,3%)
3.132 (22%)

Total number of
measurements
13.323 (100%)
14.264 (100%)

T ABLE 16: N UMBER OF ARTERIAL AND POINT- OF -CARE MEASUREMENTS PER WARD
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Reliability blood glucose measurements
Petersen et al (2008) aimed to determine if glucose values were different for a POC glucose meter as
compared to the main clinical laboratory for medical intensive care unit patients on a tight glycemic
protocol and whether the site of blood sampling had a significant impact on glucose values. The
researchers concluded that using POC measurements could have led to a high bias and significantly
impacted clinical care. They do not recommend the routine use of capillary blood sampling for
monitoring glucose levels in the medical ICU setting, glucose meters using arterial / venous whole
blood may be utilized in the medical ICU. For convenience, this research assumed that there are no
significant differences between the outcome of the BG value in mmol/l of the arterial measurements
and POC measurements.
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Appendix D: Data integration
First of all, all BG measurements (arterial and POC) were combined in two datasets: one dataset
providing all BG measurements of ward D3 over years 2014 and 2015 and one dataset providing all
BG measurements of ward E3 over years 2014 and 2015. This was performed in Matlab. An example
of the structure of the dataset of all blood glucose measurements is shown in Figure 46. Every row
represents a patient and every column the characteristics of the blood glucose measurement (date &
time, type of measurement, result in mmol/l, ward, year). Also all data regarding medication
administration (continuous insulin, insulin bolus and glucose bolus) were combined. The structure of
these datasets are quite similar, also represented per patient and in every column the characteristics of
the medication administration (date & time, type of medication, amount of medication, ward, year).

Hospitalization/
Patientnumber

Date and time Type
1-1-2014 12:05 Arterial
1-1-2014 15:11 POC
…
…
…
…
…
…
…
…
…
…
…
…

Result
10,0 mmol/l
8,3 mmol/l
…
…
…
…
…
…

Ward
D3
D3
…
…
…
…
…
…

Year
2014
2014
…
…
…
…
…
…

F IGURE 46: E XCEL FILE BLOOD GLUCOSE MEASUREMENTS

Per ward, the datasets regarding BG measurements and medication administration were combined in
one dataset, leading to one dataset of D3 with all BG measurements and medication administrations
over years 2014 and 2015: named ‘Dataset 1’ and the same for ward E3: ‘Dataset 2’. A couple of
assumptions and pre-processing of the data was needed and this is further explained in the next
paragraph.
When importing data files from Excel to Matlab, the following actions are performed:








Recognition of numbers (such as the current blood glucose, amount of medication, year) as
numbers;
Recognition of date and time as date and time variables;
Recognition of categorical variables (such as type of measurement with categories: arterial and
point-of-care) as categorical variables;
Date and times in Matlab are converted to date numbers. Matlab date numbers start with 1,
which represents the date: January 1, 0000 A.D.;
Of the registered measurement times in ICCA, the right one is selected:
a. For arterial measurements the time the measurement is verified by laboratory.
b. For point-of-care measurements the time the handheld is put (back) in docking station.
In consultation with the MUMC+ supervisors the medication administration time is selected
based upon the following rule: select the real-time instead of the chosen entry-time, unless the
difference between the real-time and chosen-entry time becomes too large. Choose the entrytime if the real-time is more than 1 hour later than the entry time.
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Every blood glucose measurement is coupled to a corresponding medication administration row.
This is done according to the following rule (which is determined in consultation with the
MUMC+ supervisors as well): if there is a registered medication administration time of at most 1
hour after the registered blood glucose measurement time, then couple those rows. Else: couple
the blood glucose measurement with the last registered medication administration time before
the blood glucose measurement time.
Figure 47 shows the coupled measurement and medication administration times for a randomly
chosen patient in the dataset. This patient was hospitalized from the 20th of August 2015 until the
14th of September 2015. There were in total 83 blood glucose measurements, which are coupled
to medication administration times. Figure 47 shows an overall good fit. Observations 13-17
show the same medication administration time, because there is no other registered medication
administration time within one 1 after the registered blood glucose measurement time. This
research assumes no adjustment in medication administration setting if the same row is selected,
since the nurse should always register the adjustment in medication administration settings in
ICCA.

F IGURE 47: COUPLED MEASUREMENT AND MEDICATION ADMINISTRATION TIMES
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Appendix E: Classification decision tree models
TABLE 17: CLASSIFICATION DECISION TREE MODELS 1-32
Model Input variables

Output variable

Dataset
All BG
values

Training &
Testing set
Training set E3
Testing set D3

Training
set
Balanced

Time until
future measure
> 1 hour

1

BG
Insulin

Percentage future BG
change

2

BG
Insulin

3

Optimize MLS based
on
Class
Error

Percentage future BG
change

All BG
values

Training set E3
Testing set D3

Balanced

> 1 hour
≤ 3 hours

Class
Error

BG
Insulin

Percentage future BG
change

All BG
values

Training set D3
Testing set E3

Balanced

> 1 hour

Class
Error

4

BG
Insulin

Percentage future BG
change

All BG
values

Training set D3
Testing set E3

Balanced

> 1 hour
≤ 3 hours

Class
Error

5

BG
Insulin
Percentage past BG change

Percentage future BG
change

All BG
values

Training set E3
Testing set D3

Balanced

> 1 hour

Class
Error

6

BG
Insulin
Percentage past BG change

Percentage future BG
change

All BG
values

Training set E3
Testing set D3

Balanced

> 1 hour
≤ 3 hours

Class
Error

7

BG
Insulin
Percentage past BG change

Percentage future BG
change

All BG
values

Training set D3
Testing set E3

Balanced

> 1 hour

Class
Error
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8

BG
Insulin
Percentage past BG change
BG
Insulin

Percentage future BG
change

All BG
values

Training set D3
Testing set E3

Balanced

> 1 hour
≤ 3 hours

Class
Error

Percentage future BG
change

BG > Target

Training set E3
Testing set D3

Balanced

> 1 hour

Class
Error

10

BG
Insulin

Percentage future BG
change

BG > Target

Training set E3
Testing set D3

Balanced

> 1 hour
≤ 3 hours

Class
Error

11

BG
Insulin

Percentage future BG
change

BG > Target

Training set D3
Testing set E3

Balanced

> 1 hour

Class
Error

12

BG
Insulin

Percentage future BG
change

BG > Target

Training set D3
Testing set E3

Balanced

> 1 hour
≤ 3 hours

Class
Error

13

BG
Insulin
Percentage past BG change

Percentage future BG
change

BG > Target

Training set E3
Testing set D3

Balanced

> 1 hour

Class
Error

14

BG
Insulin
Percentage past BG change

Percentage future BG
change

BG > Target

Training set E3
Testing set D3

Balanced

> 1 hour
≤ 3 hours

Class
Error

15

BG
Insulin
Percentage past BG change
BG
Insulin
Percentage past BG change

Percentage future BG
change

BG > Target

Training set D3
Testing set E3

Balanced

> 1 hour

Class
Error

Percentage future BG
change

BG > Target

Training set D3
Testing set E3

Balanced

> 1 hour
≤ 3 hours

Class
Error

9

16
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17

BG
Insulin

Percentage future BG
change to target

BG > Target

Training set E3
Testing set D3

Unbalanced

> 1 hour

Class
Error

18

BG
Insulin

Percentage future BG
change to target

BG > Target

Training set E3
Testing set D3

Balanced

> 1 hour

Class
Error

19

BG
Insulin

Percentage future BG
change to target

BG > Target

Training set E3
Testing set D3

Unbalanced

> 1 hour
≤ 3 hours

Class
Error

20

BG
Insulin

Percentage future BG
change to target

BG > Target

Training set E3
Testing set D3

Balanced

> 1 hour
≤ 3 hours

Class
Error

21

BG
Insulin

Percentage future BG
change to target

BG > Target

Training set D3
Testing set E3

Unbalanced

> 1 hour

Class
Error

22

BG
Insulin

Percentage future BG
change to target

BG > Target

Training set D3
Testing set E3

Balanced

> 1 hour

Class
Error

23

BG
Insulin

Percentage future BG
change to target

BG > Target

Training set D3
Testing set E3

Unbalanced

> 1 hour
≤ 3 hours

Class
Error

24

BG
Insulin

Percentage future BG
change to target

BG > Target

Training set D3
Testing set E3

Balanced

> 1 hour
≤ 3 hours

Class
Error

25

BG
Insulin
Percentage past BG change
BG
Insulin
Percentage past BG change

Percentage future BG
change to target

BG > Target

Training set E3
Testing set D3

Unbalanced

> 1 hour

Class
Error

Percentage future BG
change to target

BG > Target

Training set E3
Testing set D3

Balanced

> 1 hour

Class
Error

26
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27

BG
Insulin
Percentage past BG change

Percentage future BG
change to target

BG > Target

Training set E3
Testing set D3

Unbalanced

> 1 hour
≤ 3 hours

Class
Error

28

BG
Insulin
Percentage past BG change

Percentage future BG
change to target

BG > Target

Training set E3
Testing set D3

Balanced

> 1 hour
≤ 3 hours

Class
Error

29

BG
Insulin
Percentage past BG change

Percentage future BG
change to target

BG > Target

Training set D3
Testing set E3

Unbalanced

> 1 hour

Class
Error

30

BG
Insulin
Percentage past BG change

Percentage future BG
change to target

BG > Target

Training set D3
Testing set E3

Balanced

> 1 hour

Class
Error

31

BG
Insulin
Percentage past BG change
BG
Insulin
Percentage past BG change

Percentage future BG
change to target

BG > Target

Training set D3
Testing set E3

Unbalanced

> 1 hour
≤ 3 hours

Class
Error

Percentage future BG
change to target

BG > Target

Training set D3
Testing set E3

Balanced

> 1 hour
≤ 3 hours

Class
Error

32
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Appendix F: Regression decision tree and FIS models
TABLE 18: REGRESSION DECISION TREE AND FIS MODELS 1-24
Model

Input variables

Output variables

Dataset

Training &
Testing set
Training set E3
Testing set D3

Time until
future measure
> 1 hour

Optimize MLS | clusters
based on
MSE

1

BG
Insulin

Percentage future BG
change

All BG values

2

BG
Insulin

Percentage future BG
change

All BG values

Training set E3
Testing set D3

> 1 hour
≤ 3 hours

MSE

3

BG
Insulin

Percentage future BG
change

All BG values

Training set D3
Testing set E3

> 1 hour

MSE

4

BG
Insulin

Percentage future BG
change

All BG values

Training set D3
Testing set E3

> 1 hour
≤ 3 hours

MSE

5

BG
Insulin
Percentage past BG change

Percentage future BG
change

All BG values

Training set E3
Testing set D3

> 1 hour

MSE

6

BG
Insulin
Percentage past BG change
BG
Insulin
Percentage past BG change

Percentage future BG
change

All BG values

Training set E3
Testing set D3

> 1 hour
≤ 3 hours

MSE

Percentage future BG
change

All BG values

Training set D3
Testing set E3

> 1 hour

MSE

7
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8

BG
Insulin
Percentage past BG change

Percentage future BG
change

All BG values

Training set D3
Testing set E3

> 1 hour
≤ 3 hours

MSE

9

BG
Insulin

Percentage future BG
change

Elevated
dataset

Training set E3
Testing set D3

> 1 hour

MSE

10

BG
Insulin

Percentage future BG
change

Elevated
dataset

Training set E3
Testing set D3

> 1 hour
≤ 3 hours

MSE

11

BG
Insulin

Percentage future BG
change

Elevated
dataset

Training set D3
Testing set E3

> 1 hour

MSE

12

BG
Insulin

Percentage future BG
change

Elevated
dataset

Training set D3
Testing set E3

> 1 hour
≤ 3 hours

MSE

13

BG
Insulin
Percentage past BG change

Percentage future BG
change

Elevated
dataset

Training set E3
Testing set D3

> 1 hour

MSE

14

BG
Insulin
Percentage past BG change

Percentage future BG
change

Elevated
dataset

Training set E3
Testing set D3

> 1 hour
≤ 3 hours

MSE

15

BG
Insulin
Percentage past BG change
BG
Insulin
Percentage past BG change

Percentage future BG
change

Elevated
dataset

Training set D3
Testing set E3

> 1 hour

MSE

Percentage future BG
change

Elevated
dataset

Training set D3
Testing set E3

> 1 hour
≤ 3 hours

MSE
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17

BG
Insulin

Percentage future BG
change to target

Elevated
dataset

Training set E3
Testing set D3

> 1 hour

MSE

18

BG
Insulin

Percentage future BG
change to target

Elevated
dataset

Training set E3
Testing set D3

> 1 hour
≤ 3 hours

MSE

19

BG
Insulin

Percentage future BG
change to target

Elevated
dataset

Training set D3
Testing set E3

> 1 hour

MSE

20

BG
Insulin

Percentage future BG
change to target

Elevated
dataset

Training set D3
Testing set E3

> 1 hour
≤ 3 hours

MSE

21

BG
Insulin
Percentage past BG change

Percentage future BG
change to target

Elevated
dataset

Training set E3
Testing set D3

> 1 hour

MSE

22

BG
Insulin
Percentage past BG change

Percentage future BG
change to target

Elevated
dataset

Training set E3
Testing set D3

> 1 hour
≤ 3 hours

MSE

23

BG
Insulin
Percentage past BG change

Percentage future BG
change to target

Elevated
dataset

Training set D3
Testing set E3

> 1 hour

MSE

24

BG
Insulin
Percentage past BG change

Percentage future BG
change to target

Elevated
dataset

Training set D3
Testing set E3

> 1 hour
≤ 3 hours

MSE
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Appendix G: The creation of balanced datasets
Dataset label

Output variable

D3.all.2
D3.all.3
D3.abovetarget.2
D3.abovetarget.3
D3.abovetarget.4
D3.abovetarget.5
E3.all.2
E3.all.3
E3.abovetarget.2
E3.abovetarget.3
E3.abovetarget.4
E3.abovetarget.5

Output variable 1
Output variable 1
Output variable 1
Output variable 1
Output variable 2
Output variable 2
Output variable 1
Output variable 1
Output variable 1
Output variable 1
Output variable 2
Output variable 2

Minority
Class
1
1
1
1
7
7
1
1
1
1
7
7

Observations
in minority
class
711
123
595
94
217
35
784
163
650
125
276
70

Total number
of
observations
12.382
2.341
6.847
1.361
6.847
1.361
13.413
3.638
7.949
2.296
7.949
2.296

% of total
number of
observations
5,7
5,3
8,7
6,9
3,2
2,6
5,8
4,5
8,2
5,4
3,5
3,0

Total number of
observations in
balanced dataset
1.422
246
1.190
188
1.736
280
1.568
326
1.300
250
2.208
560

T ABLE 19: OBSERVATIONS IN MINORITY CLASS AND BALANCED DATASET OF EACH OUTPUT VARIABLE

Validation set

Class Error
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Average error

if MLS = 1
51
46
45
47
43
49
45
41
52
50
46,9

if MLS = 2
50
44
42
49
42
48
46
41
52
49

if MLS = …
…
…
…
…
…
…
…
…
…
…

46,3

if MLS = 800
62
68
63
62
61
66
61
62
61
69
63,5

T ABLE 20: CLASS ERROR PER LEAF SIZE PER VALIDATION SET
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Appendix H: Performance measures CDT 1
The confusion matrix of classification decision tree - Model 1 - is shown in Table 21. Based on the
confusion matrix, the performance measures of the final model are obtained.

Actual class

Predicted Class
Class 1

Class 2

Sum

Class 1

504

207

711

Class 2

3.518

8.153

11.671

Sum

4.022

8.360

12.382

T ABLE 21: C ONFUSION MATRIX MODEL 1

Accuracy
504+8.153
) ∗ 100).
12.382

The accuracy of Model 1 is seventy percent ((

Evaluating the accuracy
If the probability of predicting the correct class due to chance is equal to fifty percent (since there are
two classes), this model would have some predicting power. However, the amount of observations in
the actual classes 1 and 2 are not similar (respectively 711 and 11.671 observations), therefore the
chance of predicting the correct class due to chance (p) is not fifty percent, but:
4.022
711
8.360 11.671
𝑝=(
∗
+
∗
) ∗ 100 = 66 𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡
12.382 12.382 12.382 12.382
The accuracy of this model could result from random chance, since it only deviates from p with 4
percent. To evaluate the accuracy the kappa statistic is computed. A model with a kappa ≈ 0 is no
better than random guessing and a model with kappa of 1 indicates a perfect model.
0,70−0,66
).
1−0,66

The kappa of Model 1 is 0,13 (
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Appendix I: Building FIS with percentage past BG
change
Matlab was not able to build the FIS with the additional input parameter Percentage past BG change,
because it could not define Gaussian membership functions (error sigma = 0). This was caused
because some percentage past BG changes were out of range. For example, the percentage past BG
change is 1600 percent if it changed from a hypo (0,7 mmol/l) to an hyper (11,9 mmol/l).As shown in
Table 22 the vast majority of the values fall within range [-100, 150). To be able to build the FIS,
percentage past BG changes ≥ 150 were put to 150 percent. Because it is such a small amount of the
data (column 4 Table 22), this change will not have a significant effect on the outcome of the FIS.

Model

Percentage past BG change

Frequency Percentage

5

[-100, 150)
[150, )
[-100, 150)
[150, )
[-100, 150)
[150, )
[-100, 150)
[150, )
[-100, 150)
[150, )
[-100, 150)
[150, )
[-100, 150)
[150, )
[-100, 150)
[150, )

13.355
58
3.608
30
12.308
74
2.310
31
7.903
46
2.275
21
6.781
66
1.335
26

6
7
8
13, 21
14, 22
15, 23
16, 24

99,57
0,43
99,18
0,82
99,40
0,60
98,68
1,32
99,42
0,58
99,09
0,91
99,04
0,96
98,09
1,91

T ABLE 22: F REQUENCY PERCENTAGE PAST BG CHANGE
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Appendix J: Additional FIS model
An additional FIS model was built to determine whether the constructed input and output variables
contributed to the low performance of the model. The following input and output variables were used:
 Input variables: Current BG level (in mmol/l), insulin infusion rate (units/hour), past BG
change (in mmol/l)
 Output variable: future BG change (in mmol/l)
The model was built with the following training and testing set:
Training set:
Ward D3
BG levels above target
Time until future measurement > 1 hour
Total number of observations: 6.847

Testing set:
Ward E3
BG levels above target
Time until future measurement > 1 hour
Total number of observations: 7.949

T ABLE 23: TRAINING AND TESTING SET NEW FIS

Using 10-fold cross validation on the training set, the optimal number of clusters is determined and is
7. The average RMSE derived from the validation sets is 2,0795 when using 7 clusters. The final
model is built using the whole training set with 7 clusters. The RMSE and MAE of the final model are
respectively 1,8754 and 1,3124. The membership functions of the input variables are shown in Figure
48.

F IGURE 48: M EMBERSHIP FUNCTIONS INPUT VARIABLES
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The consequences of the rules for each cluster are:
Cluster 1:
𝐹𝑢𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒 𝐵𝐺 𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑒 (𝑚𝑚𝑜𝑙/𝑙) = −0,4277 ∗ 𝐵𝐺 − 0,0700 ∗ 𝐼𝑛𝑠 + 0,0817 ∗ 𝑃𝑎𝑠𝑡𝐶ℎ𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑒 + 3,3065
Cluster 2:
𝐹𝑢𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒 𝐵𝐺 𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑒 (𝑚𝑚𝑜𝑙/𝑙) = 0,2104 ∗ 𝐵𝐺 − 0,1976 ∗ 𝐼𝑛𝑠 − 0,2875 ∗ 𝑃𝑎𝑠𝑡𝐶ℎ𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑒 − 1,6494
Cluster 3:
𝐹𝑢𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒 𝐵𝐺 𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑒 (𝑚𝑚𝑜𝑙/𝑙) = −0,7596 ∗ 𝐵𝐺 − 0,2219 ∗ 𝐼𝑛𝑠 + 0,4497 ∗ 𝑃𝑎𝑠𝑡𝐶ℎ𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑒 + 5,3286
Cluster 4:
𝐹𝑢𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒 𝐵𝐺 𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑒 (𝑚𝑚𝑜𝑙/𝑙) = −0,2031 ∗ 𝐵𝐺 + 0,0483 ∗ 𝐼𝑛𝑠 + 0,1458 ∗ 𝑃𝑎𝑠𝑡𝐶ℎ𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑒 + 1,0207
Cluster 5:
𝐹𝑢𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒 𝐵𝐺 𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑒 (𝑚𝑚𝑜𝑙/𝑙) = −0,7525 ∗ 𝐵𝐺 − 0,7063 ∗ 𝐼𝑛𝑠 + 0,1900 ∗ 𝑃𝑎𝑠𝑡𝐶ℎ𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑒 + 9,4889
Cluster 6:
𝐹𝑢𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒 𝐵𝐺 𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑒 (𝑚𝑚𝑜𝑙/𝑙) = −0,2444 ∗ 𝐵𝐺 − 0,3214 ∗ 𝐼𝑛𝑠 − 0,2065 ∗ 𝑃𝑎𝑠𝑡𝐶ℎ𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑒 + 2,3639
Cluster 7:
𝐹𝑢𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒 𝐵𝐺 𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑒 (𝑚𝑚𝑜𝑙/𝑙) = −0,2707 ∗ 𝐵𝐺 − 0,2243 ∗ 𝐼𝑛𝑠 − 0,0089 ∗ 𝑃𝑎𝑠𝑡𝐶ℎ𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑒 + 2,3919
Figure 49 and Figure 50 show respectively the scatterplot and the histogram of the predicted values for
the future BG change and the actual values. The scatterplot shows that the actual values are located
around the grey line, which indicates a systematic error.

F IGURE 49: S CATTERPLOT OF THE PREDICTED AND ACTUAL VALUES FOR FUTURE BG CHANGE IN MMOL / L

F IGURE 50: HISTOGRAM OF THE PREDICTED AND ACTUAL VALUES FOR FUTURE BG CHANGE IN MMOL / L
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